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Editorial

Apology

Sincerely,
Jeff Prystajko
Editor-in-chief

EDITOR-- IN--CHIEF
Jeff Prystajko

STAFF DESiGNERS

ADV1SOR

Letters
‘Reaction to 1111 Edito?iaI I

to the Editor
MANAGING EDITOR

William Huber

Calvin Gray II

Michae ler~’

Bryan l-laiiimer

‘ -that’s no reason for SG to give up tryi’rjg. If you feel that the person is that bad, ask for
. ‘ - they only build a little school spirit, that’s their supervisor. At times I hac,e gone in

As I am writing this I am forced to wonder better then none You re right most students and gotten poor service I would tell the
how many articl~’s in Reporter have had me don t know how they re being represented person to stop and let me speak to their To RITs faculty administration staff and most importantly th
on the v~rge of writing in a reply and every but then again most students didn t vote in supervisor When I do that I get the service sincere apology
time lihave said It ~ not worth it However the SG elections SG can only do so much I deserve and that supervisor now knows In last weeks editorial titled False Advertising I made numerous sca
after ~eading ~1r Prystajko s editorial titled they can t force people to be involved Until that there s a problem with this person If sive remarks towards various groups clubs and professio —

~ False ~dvertising I felt that I had finally more students are involved I think that SG s the supervisors never hear complaints then involved in a seriously negative manner In that reg
found an article that was bad enough it hands are tied yet they~do a lot of things they assume that their people are doing that I am deeply sorry
desery~,eda reply even that impaired Every year ther~s the well’ However ir~ all my years at RIT I have What was less readily apparent in the editorial however was my intent and goal behind

First of all I have gone and looked at all Brick City Festival the Snowball the spring only had to do this a few times from the tone of the number of responses I ye received so far it worked
the RIT puL~lished pamphlets booklets and fair and a number of other SG sponsored Academics are NOT a priority Well Did you happen to disagree with any of the statements2 Did you feel o
promotional materials that I could find at the events I think everyone here especially again if students feel this way have they alleged truths ‘ You should have The RIT depicted in the editori

‘ admi~’sions office and somehow I couldn t those of us who have never shown any grat gone to the department head of that teacher False advertising Arguing that eve,ystudent organization
• - .fihd a SINGLE lie! ,~,ècO~ding to NewsWeek, itude, owe SG a bigTHANK’YOU for wo’rking or the deah ofth’e.colle~e (if theproblem is outlet like Java Wally’s was a “pet project” of the administrati

v~e ARE ~oi’~e of the nations most wired tirelessly to put together things like this for the department head) and talked to message was deliberately constructed notfor shock value ort
campuses U S News & World did rank RIT those of us who have never paid much atten someone7 I don t know about you but I have one very simple question
#3 ln~fa’~t for 2001 depending on which tion to you Mr Prystajko have you ever tried said most of these things at one time or What do you believe’
reports you look at we were either third or to promote SG and get more people involved another but Just—because the te~cher The overwhelming response I ye received has not be
fourth for the largest co op programs Try to make them more powerful’ sucked did that ~iean I didn t learn the many positive aspects of RIT The reasons why students stay here Inc

~ again th~re are no lies in them Maybe they Cost I don t see RIT as much more anything’ No l~still had the textbook I still why some students love this school
don t advertise their low points—which no expensive then any other private institution could ask other teachers in that department Wait a sec the average student praising RIT’ Is it P05

one woOld expeci~them to do So Mr Prys You re right community and state schools for help or even ask other students in other It should come as no surprise that the arguments in the e
tajko lets look~at your comj~i’aints are cheaper but RIT offers you more oppor classes If you trulyfeelthattheteachers~are dozens of comments from students in my four years here mat

The Social Sce~ie RIT doesn t have the tunities than these schools If you feel that that bad have you complained to someone condensed them Yet when such remarks are traded amongst fri
most active social scene—this is true Rh is charging you too much for what they in a position to help or just to your friends’ sion who feels brave enough to counter’ Where are th
Howe~er lets not blame the drinking offer go somewhere elsei The ~‘dministration If the teachers here are that bad why stay’ campus and I learned a lot from my liberal arts classes
rules—after all ~ you need alcohol to be didn t force you to come here I also have to If the quarter system sucks then why come administration really does care2 Perhaps you wouldn
involved to have a good time I have one say that RIT DOES have financial aid avail here’ I don t know about anyone else but I Experience has shown me that there s a pervasive mindset he
social event for you its the Rochester able however again its not going to come came here FOR the quarter system and if the negative A great amount of school spirit does exist here but it

Chapter of AA As for things to do there s to you You have to fill out the paperwork they were to change it I would leave RIT As to go along with the crowd
the SAU game room and H know at least sometimes you even need to be willing to for class schedd~es I know that department But now there is a different crowd A changing perspectiv
there used to be a game hall under the write essays You have to go get them I also heads do their best to schedule classes at the RIT population wrote letters expressing their disgust with m
doors [sic] there s one of the nicest athletic feel a need to point out that there are a lot of good times but that can be very difficult and of everyone here felt betrayed and disagreed with at least
facilities one could ask for which you can schools that cost more then RIT I think in most cases they dt’really good Of course it would be difficult to disagree with everything RIT is by
access for free’ There are many clubs Administration doesn t care I don t think jobs Sometimes there are problems but the problems/myths comprising my editorial would never ha
there s a Formula SAE team RIT Aero you could be more wrong You think the they often work very hard to fix those even students decisions to leave or transferfrom RIT if making that decisio
design (which deals with RC planes) there s coffeehouse was a bad idea’ You were just if they are amongst diffe~nt departments truly argue’ What I don t respect are complaints like I hate
a Gamers club, there are many intramural ‘ complaining about nothing to do; they try The only department which I.have ever ha~1 persons jriaking such comments refuse to consider an
sports teams, and 1m sure there are more. and provide something and you complain a r’eal problem with wes the liberal-arts So ag~in, what do you believe? If you have any doubts, all --

Right off campus we have two movie about it! You think renovations to buildings depártment.l know quarterswhen,l co~jldn’t you read last week’s editorial. What you believe to be true is ho
theaters, a mall (including a lot of other and apartments are a bad idea? I like having take ANY class in my coñcentration’because1’ last sentence, and decided for yourself what really matte -

shopping plazas near by) several bars (so somewhere nice to live and work The new they all meet at the same times as required I ye been told numerous times and recognize the fact th
. -. if you really do need alc~ohoI to have fun, college, which,. while- it may not benefit - -. ~l~sses bffered by my home-department: I exerta great amountof influence in regardsto the words I -.

you’re covered), and quite a few restáu- everyone, is going to benefit a lot of people. Went there to see if I could iorl~sdrn’éthing - such power is not lost upon me. Yet, I’ve come to realize tha
: , rants—and I know that Denny’s is open 24- The administration does a good.job. -Yes, .. ‘~out (like missing one class a,week and - opinion, what I can’t change are people’s beliefs. I might be able to con -

7 so you can ALWAYS go there if nothing else there are still problems and maybe we making up the reading on my own time) and tion project will be beneficial or that a new academic po
pans out I know that downtown Rochester disagree with some of their decisions but they were totally un open to dealing with make you believe that RIT is fundamentally eith
can be a World away without a car, but there I would rather have an administration that me. Buf except for that I’ve never~ had~a it easier for you to discover your own “truths.”
are several theaters, Jillian’s, bars, and does things I don’t like rather then one’that problem. Yes, 7:00 a.m. exams suck, büty~u Essentially, despite someverysubtle cluesto indicatetothe readerth.
whatever else you may want. So I’m forced . does nothing. They are at least trying to know what? There area LOT of cla~ses and, gerated and false,’l lied. As such, the brunt of people’s anger was direct-
to wonder if you “being crouched up in make RIT better. . - a LOT of students, and the registrar’s-office : reason. I don’t fault anyone for it, and quite honestly I completely expected it. If anything, I would ask
one’s room, alone” is because of nothing to Nobody elsecares: How would you react does a good job of scheduling exams sb that~ you not blame anyone else onstaff at Reporter, or Reporteritself; th
do, or because you just don’t want to take if you had to deal with “doZens or hundreds - most people don’thave ~xap9s thaf are at.the So, in effect, call last week’s editorial sensational, a trick, or a -

the time and effort tofind something to do. of irate students ever~/ day?” I find that same time. If it means some inconveniOnce - I am sorry. What I will not apologize for, however, is the fact that for a - -

There is plenty Of stuff outthere, but it’s not MOST of thep~ople do care and are helpful for rriebne every lOweeks or so,w[ien I have was published, there has been more vocal and positive d~ - -

going to come to you. -- .- if you go tO-them with a positive attitude. to get upfor a 7:00a.m. exam, so,be it. After experienced in my time here. These stude~nts’ comments—they are-not manufactured, o
SG: Maybe SG isn’t as poWerful here as it When you go in there with a bad attitude all, on one of my Co-ops we had a monthly - propaganda—theyare heartfelt; they are real.

is at other schools, but that’s not because and are irate and just ‘Want the~n to make meeting at 5:00 am: so-that we coàld tele- - - : Maybe, just maybe, theadministration is notall that bad. Perhaps

they don’t try. They held a Homecoming; your problems go away,,who can blame conference with a division halfway around if, the value of our education goes beyond a dollar value? And
even if it ~a~ñ’t that successful, theytried. - them for~being. un~friendly? If you go in -, - theworld. If you think that the schedules - amongstalltheclubsandorganizationsoncampuswhorelentl
They can plan a lot of events but if no one there and politely explain the problem and here are bad just wa~ Here they do care the ones who not only deserve an apology the most but above all
cares enou~h to showb~, SG members can’t - talk to them, and see howto~et it fixed, about you; when you get out in iridu~try;.- From the most negative attitudes and experiences imaginabl
be held-res~,onsible.~The ones- responsible most of them are more than willi’ng to help. sometimes the schedule will be)NOrse then. sense of purpose...
are those who don’t show up. Why not spend I will admit that at times I have been one of anything RIT eyer gave, you. I ~don’t know
a week trying t’o build spirit’ I m as guilty as those irate students but when you are you about you but I have gotten a GOQD educa
anyone else as hOving~no schooL~spirit but .often get less-than-friendly seryice. Also,Jf tion.here~ .. , ‘ .

, . . . . i’contiii’u~d on page 4).. .
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You’re right: RIT has
problems, and it’s been

my experience that people loveto complain
about them. There are so many ways in
which people coCld make things better, and
they, don’t. The only ones who have ANY
right to complainare those who work hard to
make RIT better and’all they get for their
work is articles like yours bad mouthing
theñi. I think all thestudents of RIT should
THANK the administration, staff, teachers,

‘SG, RHA, and all many others for trying to
improve RIT. If you see problems like you’ve
mentioned here, FIX THEM! Don’t just
complain to your friends and write editorials.
Talk to the people who can help to fix them,
and,offer to help themfix them. If everyone
who complains did that, RIT could be every
thing that you are’Iooking for.

-Ken Thickman,
Fifth Year Computer Engineering

Reaction to 1/11 Editorial II

Since I was invited to disagree with your
editorial in the January 11 issue, titled “False
Advertising,” I feel that I must. Of course, RIT
is not paradi~e but this article makes it out
to be a lot worse than it is.

Fr~nkIy, the recurring complaint that
there is “nothing to do here” is absurd.
There is a growing abundance of on-
campus clubs and organizations, which
give opportunities for students to develop all
kinds of interests, from sports to music to
politics. These organizations advertise
themselves every year at the SAU during
“Club Day.” God forbid we should stop living
vicariously through our TV and computer
screens and take advantage of these oppor
tunities for growth. And if you really think
that alcohol is a prerequisite for having fun,
I am very sad for you. Also, students with
cars ARE fortunate. There is plenty to be
seen and done outside of RIT’s walls as
well. Interested in kickboxing? Try typing
“kickboxing + Rochester” into a search
engine. Something’s bound to pop up.

And then there are people who create
their own outlets by starting a band or other
organization that allows them the opportunity
to exercise their non-academic side. Bottom
line: The social scene here is not “morbid”
because of RIT’s policies. It is what we, the
students, make of it.

The complaint that Student Government
does “absolutely nothing” is equally absurd.
I find it interesting that you attacked their
efforts to increase social opportunity on
~campu~ b~ providing something Iike’Home
coming right after complaining about the
lack of social.outlets. Then you asked, “Why
spend a week attempting to build spirit when
everyone agrees no one has any to begin with
anyways?” Didn’t you answer your own ques
tion there? I know that in the past, SG has

hosted open forums for students to spea
their minds and be seen. The only way
students can be unaware of how they are
being represented is that they did not bother
to find out and therefore have no right to
complain. I am not involved with SG myself,
but from what I have seen, their main focus
is to improve the quality of campus life and
benefits and their efforts should be
applauded, not attacked:

As for the classes, schedules, and
assignments that “suck,” this is not unique
to RIT. I have attended classes at other
schools and believe me, the lectures are no
less boring and the schedules are no less
favorable. Besides, consider the predica
ment in which the professors find them
selves. Are you going to tell me it’s possible
to have an entire quarter packed with
EXCITING lectures on modern physics,
organic chemistry, or software architecture?
It cannot be done. And for schedules to
work at all, they cannot suit everyone’s best
interests. But one of the great things about
the quarter is you don’t have to deal with
any one schedule for more than ten weeks,
which is not that long. Sure, people
complain about having finals at 7:30 in the
morning. But they could bump that up to
8:30 and people would complain about
that. Where does it end?

Despite all its shortcomings (I will even
admit to having complained about some of
them myself in the past), RIT does, in fact,
deserve a great deal of the praise it has
received in the press releases and news
paper clippings. Perhaps it does have the
nation’s most-wired campus and fourth-
largest co-op program. Where there are
strong points, there are always flaws, but
give credit where credit is due.

Ben Heller

Reaction to 1111 Editorial III

This past week’s controversial editorial high
lighted the complaints and negative percep
tions that many students have with this
campus. However, because it was
presented in a matter-of-fact tone, leaving
objectivity by the wayside, organizations
that were criticized as “pointless,” “redun
dant,” and “self-serving” took offense—
and rightly so, especially since their collec
tive efforts keep our state of affairs from
deteriorating further. Whether or not an
apology is issued to these groups, readers
of this newspaper should have the common
sense to recognize when an opinion is
slanted for sensationalist purposes.
Granted, freshmen minds are more impres
sionable since their “RIT experience” is
just beginning, so I hope they don’t blindly
accept the editor’s opinion as the unequiv
ocal truth. To Jeff’s credit, the editorial was
successful in stirring the passions of this

community over issues and frustrations that
remain difficult to address. As far as I’m
concerned, though, the root of the problem
is the presence of self-fulfilling propaganda,
where students are led to believe that life is
supposed to be miserable here, and that
there’s nothing they can do about it. The
editorial certainly did not help in this regard.

-Chris Mamorella
Fourth-year Software Engineering

Reaction to 1111 Editorial IV

Yes Jeff, we all know you hate it here. We
know that you consider RIT to be your hell.
We know you think it costs too much. We
know you think the administration is out to
get you. We know your social life stinks. It
must, if you need to fill your time by writing
editorials, week after week, about how bad
RIT’s social atmosphere is. Well get this:
May people like it here. We learn a lot. We’ve
had some great professors (a few lousy
ones, but you’ll get thatanywhere). We have
great friends. We’re happy. So on behalf of
all the RIT/NTID students who genuinely
like it here, and I mean this in the nicest
possible way, Go get a life.

Stephen Byrne

Reaction to 1111 Editorial V

If everyone hated.RIT that much, why are
we still here?

If life were perfect, wouldn’t.it be boring?
When we come into college, we still had

our rose-colored glasses on. We think that
college is all about parties, thepeople, and
the fact that you can party all night and still
get upfor your 8:00 classes. The rose-
colored glasses have to comeoff, and [you
need to] realize what college really is about.

As for RIT being the number one photog
raphy school in the~country: look at all the
things the photo students have access to:
many cameras to check out, the darkrooms,
the labs with theprinters and scanners, the
studios. I’m not complaining at all! It’s all
awesome access that we have in the photo
building. What other. school would provide
that kind of acces~ibiIity for photo majors?

The social scene: yes, it ismorbid at some
point. But haven’t you heard of actually
getting out of your apartments, dorm rooms,
and trying to find some way to get to down
town Rochester and find out what actually
lives there? There’s cool clubs that groove all
night long every weekend. Youcan even chill
in cozy places’Iike Java’s orat.the Spot, and
drink delicious drinks (not necessarily
coffee.) See foreign films at the Little Theater.
There are actually things to do here; it is just
a matter of what you like to do. Check out
www.rochestergoesout.com.
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You’re right: RIT has
problems, and it’s been

my experience that people loveto complain
about them. There are so many ways in
which people coCld make things better, and
they, don’t. The only ones who have ANY
right to complainare those who work hard to
make RIT better and’all they get for their
work is articles like yours bad mouthing
theñi. I think all thestudents of RIT should
THANK the administration, staff, teachers,

‘SG, RHA, and all many others for trying to
improve RIT. If you see problems like you’ve
mentioned here, FIX THEM! Don’t just
complain to your friends and write editorials.
Talk to the people who can help to fix them,
and,offer to help themfix them. If everyone
who complains did that, RIT could be every
thing that you are’Iooking for.

-Ken Thickman,
Fifth Year Computer Engineering

Reaction to 1/11 Editorial II

Since I was invited to disagree with your
editorial in the January 11 issue, titled “False
Advertising,” I feel that I must. Of course, RIT
is not paradi~e but this article makes it out
to be a lot worse than it is.
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campus clubs and organizations, which
give opportunities for students to develop all
kinds of interests, from sports to music to
politics. These organizations advertise
themselves every year at the SAU during
“Club Day.” God forbid we should stop living
vicariously through our TV and computer
screens and take advantage of these oppor
tunities for growth. And if you really think
that alcohol is a prerequisite for having fun,
I am very sad for you. Also, students with
cars ARE fortunate. There is plenty to be
seen and done outside of RIT’s walls as
well. Interested in kickboxing? Try typing
“kickboxing + Rochester” into a search
engine. Something’s bound to pop up.

And then there are people who create
their own outlets by starting a band or other
organization that allows them the opportunity
to exercise their non-academic side. Bottom
line: The social scene here is not “morbid”
because of RIT’s policies. It is what we, the
students, make of it.

The complaint that Student Government
does “absolutely nothing” is equally absurd.
I find it interesting that you attacked their
efforts to increase social opportunity on
~campu~ b~ providing something Iike’Home
coming right after complaining about the
lack of social.outlets. Then you asked, “Why
spend a week attempting to build spirit when
everyone agrees no one has any to begin with
anyways?” Didn’t you answer your own ques
tion there? I know that in the past, SG has

hosted open forums for students to spea
their minds and be seen. The only way
students can be unaware of how they are
being represented is that they did not bother
to find out and therefore have no right to
complain. I am not involved with SG myself,
but from what I have seen, their main focus
is to improve the quality of campus life and
benefits and their efforts should be
applauded, not attacked:

As for the classes, schedules, and
assignments that “suck,” this is not unique
to RIT. I have attended classes at other
schools and believe me, the lectures are no
less boring and the schedules are no less
favorable. Besides, consider the predica
ment in which the professors find them
selves. Are you going to tell me it’s possible
to have an entire quarter packed with
EXCITING lectures on modern physics,
organic chemistry, or software architecture?
It cannot be done. And for schedules to
work at all, they cannot suit everyone’s best
interests. But one of the great things about
the quarter is you don’t have to deal with
any one schedule for more than ten weeks,
which is not that long. Sure, people
complain about having finals at 7:30 in the
morning. But they could bump that up to
8:30 and people would complain about
that. Where does it end?

Despite all its shortcomings (I will even
admit to having complained about some of
them myself in the past), RIT does, in fact,
deserve a great deal of the praise it has
received in the press releases and news
paper clippings. Perhaps it does have the
nation’s most-wired campus and fourth-
largest co-op program. Where there are
strong points, there are always flaws, but
give credit where credit is due.

Ben Heller

Reaction to 1111 Editorial III

This past week’s controversial editorial high
lighted the complaints and negative percep
tions that many students have with this
campus. However, because it was
presented in a matter-of-fact tone, leaving
objectivity by the wayside, organizations
that were criticized as “pointless,” “redun
dant,” and “self-serving” took offense—
and rightly so, especially since their collec
tive efforts keep our state of affairs from
deteriorating further. Whether or not an
apology is issued to these groups, readers
of this newspaper should have the common
sense to recognize when an opinion is
slanted for sensationalist purposes.
Granted, freshmen minds are more impres
sionable since their “RIT experience” is
just beginning, so I hope they don’t blindly
accept the editor’s opinion as the unequiv
ocal truth. To Jeff’s credit, the editorial was
successful in stirring the passions of this

community over issues and frustrations that
remain difficult to address. As far as I’m
concerned, though, the root of the problem
is the presence of self-fulfilling propaganda,
where students are led to believe that life is
supposed to be miserable here, and that
there’s nothing they can do about it. The
editorial certainly did not help in this regard.

-Chris Mamorella
Fourth-year Software Engineering

Reaction to 1111 Editorial IV

Yes Jeff, we all know you hate it here. We
know that you consider RIT to be your hell.
We know you think it costs too much. We
know you think the administration is out to
get you. We know your social life stinks. It
must, if you need to fill your time by writing
editorials, week after week, about how bad
RIT’s social atmosphere is. Well get this:
May people like it here. We learn a lot. We’ve
had some great professors (a few lousy
ones, but you’ll get thatanywhere). We have
great friends. We’re happy. So on behalf of
all the RIT/NTID students who genuinely
like it here, and I mean this in the nicest
possible way, Go get a life.

Stephen Byrne

Reaction to 1111 Editorial V

If everyone hated.RIT that much, why are
we still here?

If life were perfect, wouldn’t.it be boring?
When we come into college, we still had

our rose-colored glasses on. We think that
college is all about parties, thepeople, and
the fact that you can party all night and still
get upfor your 8:00 classes. The rose-
colored glasses have to comeoff, and [you
need to] realize what college really is about.

As for RIT being the number one photog
raphy school in the~country: look at all the
things the photo students have access to:
many cameras to check out, the darkrooms,
the labs with theprinters and scanners, the
studios. I’m not complaining at all! It’s all
awesome access that we have in the photo
building. What other. school would provide
that kind of acces~ibiIity for photo majors?

The social scene: yes, it ismorbid at some
point. But haven’t you heard of actually
getting out of your apartments, dorm rooms,
and trying to find some way to get to down
town Rochester and find out what actually
lives there? There’s cool clubs that groove all
night long every weekend. Youcan even chill
in cozy places’Iike Java’s orat.the Spot, and
drink delicious drinks (not necessarily
coffee.) See foreign films at the Little Theater.
There are actually things to do here; it is just
a matter of what you like to do. Check out
www.rochestergoesout.com.
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December 20
Larceny — Wallace Library
~ Graduate student reported that her
purse with all belongings inside was
stolen from the second floor computer
area of the Wallace Library. She has
canceled all credit cards and a video
surveillance tape is being reviewed.

December 20
Harassment
A second-year student claimed his
picture and false personal information
were posted on an Internet dating
website. The profile contained the
student’s e-mail address, which leads
the student to believe it was the work of
another RIT student. A follow up inves
tigation revealed the accused is not an
RIT student.

December 21
Misapplication of Property — River-
knoll Apartments
A recently-fired student employee was
suspected of still having possession of
a key that granted access to several
computer labs in building 12. The
student was questioned at his apart
ment and returned the key, claiming he
had been too busy to turn it back in.

December 22
Dispatch Harassment — Colony Manor
A resident reported he and several
friends were making noise while “horse-
playing” outside their apartment. They
were confronted by two males who broke
a beer bottle over a dumpster and told
them that they were making too much
noise. The group of students apologized
and the two males left.

December 28
Criminal Possession of Stolen Pro rty
— RIT Inn and Conference Center
An Inn en ineer reported findin an
“Exit sign in the room of two students.
The sign was reported stolen on
November 11.

December 30
Criminal ischief — RIT Inn and
Conference Center
Damage was observed on several other
exit signs in the building.

December31
Unlawful Possession of arijuana —

Perkins Green Apartments
A student and several others were
smoking cigarettes and marijuana in his
apartment when the smoke activated
the building’s fire alarm. A bud weighing
7.4 grams, a marijuana pipe, and
incense were found and confiscated.

January 3
Other — Campus Safety Office
A student returned a payment slip for a
citation at RIT with “Kiss my ass!!!
Bloodsucking bullshit!!” written on the
payment slip. The word “Bloodsuckers”
was written on the outside of the enve
lope as well. The letter was delivered via
US mail. The student has been referred
to student conduct.

January 5
Criminal Mischief — Kate Gleason Hall
The words “Looser [sic],” “Faggot,” and
“G3 Sucks” were written in blue and
yellow spray paint in the third-floor
elevator lobby of Kate Gleason Hall. No
suspects were reported.

January 5
Dispatch Criminal Mischief — Univer
sity Commons
The doorbells of two apartments in
University Commons were stolen over
the holiday break. One of the apart
ments also lost its electricity and heat.

January 6
Attempt to commit a felony — Center for
Integrated Manufacturing
County Sheriffs arrested four non-RIT
students as they attempted to steal four
light poles. All four were banned from
Campus. No report on their charges.

January 7
Auto Stripping — B Lot
A window of a parked Honda CRX was
smashed and damage was sustained to
the vehicle’s dashboard as the burglars
attempted to remove the CD player. A CD
carrying case was stolen from the back
seat.

January 7
Burglary/Unlawful Entry — University
Commons
An unknown person broke into a
bedroom at a party and stole a $400
gold chain and a Guess watch valued at
$130. The victim’s roommate, who had
arranged the party, agreed to compen
sate for the losses.

January 7
Criminal ischief — University Commons
Apartment maintenance reported two
“Exit” signs damaged in building seven.

January 8
Larceny — Grace Watson Hall
While attemptin togeta meal, a non-RIT
student claimed he had lost his meal
card and signed for it instead. He was
later located and transported to Campus
Safety where County Sheriffs arrested
him. It was later learned that he has
several outstanding warrants for arrest in
the state of Maryland. He was in posses
sion of a stolen or forged New Jersey
driver’s license.

Jan .ry:
Theft of Se. i es — Grace Watson Ha I
At.- r..e at wa
ever.lcha :- on hiscreditcar pp
-nty .n nkn.w person h
acquired i cr-dit card number. Co n

herif S hay- acquired t o s p
- forthe :msandwil v

gate further.

Several weeks ago Reporter reported
an incident of Rape/Sodimization: on
November 17, 2001, a first-year
student reported to Campus Safety
that he had been raped and sodomized
by a friend while both were spending
time in his apartment. While informa
tion about how the incident developed

Joins

RIT has joined the Alfred P. Sloan Founda
tion in a partnership that could further prove
RIT as the top printing school in the country.
The Sloan Printing Industry Center was
established on campus as a result of RIT’s
joining the Foundation. Conceived in coop
eration with the College of Imaging Arts and
Sciences and the College of Business, the
Centerwill study major business influences
in printing and how the industry is affected
by new technologies and a changing society.

According to a press briefing on January
8, 2002, work conducted at the center will
be focused on “educating the next gener
ation of print indust.ry managers,
conducting applied research, and dissem
inating findings from applied research for
the professional development of print
industry managers.”

To get approval for the center from the
Foundation, it was necessary to first gain
financial support and prove that the
members of the printing industry were inter
ested. Sixteen companies including Adobe,
Xerox, and IBM Printing Systems, agreed to
fund the center and oversee research proj
ects. One major goal forithe Sloan Center is
to improve relations with the sixteen compa
nies funding the center and ~ therefore
attract other companies to RIT as a major
center for applied research.

With the founding of the Sloan Printing
Industry Center, RilT joins the likes of
Harvard, MIT, Columbia University, and 10
other institutions, all of which have centers
focused on different industries.

The Sloan Foundation’s goal for its
industry centers is to ‘create an academic

is not known, it is confirmed that
alcohol was a factor.

The accuser claimed that the inci
dent occurred sometime between 8:00
p.m. on the night of November 16 an
9:00 a.m. the following morning.
student reported the incident to
Campus Safety, who then called the

schoIar~ship as weH as a stipend for
their work with the Center~

“The ultimate goal [of the Center.]
is to have an impact on the profitability
of the [‘printing] industry, and to make it
more successful,” said Frank Cost, Asso
ciate Dean of the College of Imaging Arts
and Sciences, and co-director of the
Sloan Center.

There are nine faculty members partic
ipating in the Center’s operation: Frank
Cost, Bill Fischer, Ed Granger, Mike

Monroe County Sheriff’s office to
respond. The sheriff took a report and
the victim was se
Hospital and d

severity, o
investigation by th

Kleper, Barb Pellow, and Frank Romano
from the College of Imaging Arts and
Sciences; and Pat ‘Sorce, Sandy Rothen
berg,.and Stelios Zyglidopoulos from the
College of Business. Sorce, Associate
Professor of Marketing and former Asso
ciate Dean of the College of Business, is
working as Co-Dire’ctor with Cost.

The Sloan Center is part of, but not
formally tied to, RIT’s First In Class initia
tive, ~ program designed to make RIT a
frontrunrner among inst.it.ut.ions that
collaborate with companies and govern
ment agencies. “This is our contribution
to First-In-Class, because it will distin
guish RIT as the leading institution in
this domain,~ said Cost.

RIT has devoted $2 million to the project,
and it is expected that the Sloan Foundation
will contribute an additional $500,000 ov
the next three years, and $25,000 for the
first year from ~t4~ of the 16 participati -

companies. The development~the Sloan
Center is still in its earliest stages since it
has only just started operations this month..

Foun€Iation wil contri

In an RaT press •release dated
December 14, 2001, RIT President Dr.
Al Simone hailed the founding of the
Sloan Center as a “crowning moment
for our printing school.” Simone went on
to say “We’re grateful that the Sloan
Foundation has chosen RIT to foster
cutting-edge analysis and idea exchange
with industry partners, a historic focus
of-RIT’s mission.”

December 20 — Janurary 8
compiled by~Cameron Kolstad ~
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Sodomization case moving slowly

by Cameron Koistad

Follow—Up

SIoa Fou dation
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Rochester now superior to MIT
by Justin Mayer

community that understands industries and
to encourage a direct approach to the
companies and people of each industry for
data and observations.”

The Sloan Center at RIT will provide
funding for nine full-time graduate students
to work in the center for two years while
pursuing their degrees. During the two years,
these “Sloan Scholars” will work alongside
faculty members on research projects, in
four proposed areas: industry definition and
strategic analysis; digital color printing;
processes, productivity, and profitability;
and cross-media migration/integration.

January 1, 2002, marked the first day
of the Center’s operation. It is now in an
“exploratory phase,” during which it will
work with its industry partners to perform
initial research. Th~e resu~Its of the
research will be the basis for the
Center’s second phase, which has
yet to be created.

Graduate students will be recruited “The
duringthis phase and begin their two
years working with ~:r~:~ ~5O%,O.®® over the next three years

Investigation ensues.
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December 20
Larceny — Wallace Library
~ Graduate student reported that her
purse with all belongings inside was
stolen from the second floor computer
area of the Wallace Library. She has
canceled all credit cards and a video
surveillance tape is being reviewed.

December 20
Harassment
A second-year student claimed his
picture and false personal information
were posted on an Internet dating
website. The profile contained the
student’s e-mail address, which leads
the student to believe it was the work of
another RIT student. A follow up inves
tigation revealed the accused is not an
RIT student.

December 21
Misapplication of Property — River-
knoll Apartments
A recently-fired student employee was
suspected of still having possession of
a key that granted access to several
computer labs in building 12. The
student was questioned at his apart
ment and returned the key, claiming he
had been too busy to turn it back in.

December 22
Dispatch Harassment — Colony Manor
A resident reported he and several
friends were making noise while “horse-
playing” outside their apartment. They
were confronted by two males who broke
a beer bottle over a dumpster and told
them that they were making too much
noise. The group of students apologized
and the two males left.

December 28
Criminal Possession of Stolen Pro rty
— RIT Inn and Conference Center
An Inn en ineer reported findin an
“Exit sign in the room of two students.
The sign was reported stolen on
November 11.

December 30
Criminal ischief — RIT Inn and
Conference Center
Damage was observed on several other
exit signs in the building.

December31
Unlawful Possession of arijuana —

Perkins Green Apartments
A student and several others were
smoking cigarettes and marijuana in his
apartment when the smoke activated
the building’s fire alarm. A bud weighing
7.4 grams, a marijuana pipe, and
incense were found and confiscated.

January 3
Other — Campus Safety Office
A student returned a payment slip for a
citation at RIT with “Kiss my ass!!!
Bloodsucking bullshit!!” written on the
payment slip. The word “Bloodsuckers”
was written on the outside of the enve
lope as well. The letter was delivered via
US mail. The student has been referred
to student conduct.

January 5
Criminal Mischief — Kate Gleason Hall
The words “Looser [sic],” “Faggot,” and
“G3 Sucks” were written in blue and
yellow spray paint in the third-floor
elevator lobby of Kate Gleason Hall. No
suspects were reported.

January 5
Dispatch Criminal Mischief — Univer
sity Commons
The doorbells of two apartments in
University Commons were stolen over
the holiday break. One of the apart
ments also lost its electricity and heat.

January 6
Attempt to commit a felony — Center for
Integrated Manufacturing
County Sheriffs arrested four non-RIT
students as they attempted to steal four
light poles. All four were banned from
Campus. No report on their charges.

January 7
Auto Stripping — B Lot
A window of a parked Honda CRX was
smashed and damage was sustained to
the vehicle’s dashboard as the burglars
attempted to remove the CD player. A CD
carrying case was stolen from the back
seat.

January 7
Burglary/Unlawful Entry — University
Commons
An unknown person broke into a
bedroom at a party and stole a $400
gold chain and a Guess watch valued at
$130. The victim’s roommate, who had
arranged the party, agreed to compen
sate for the losses.

January 7
Criminal ischief — University Commons
Apartment maintenance reported two
“Exit” signs damaged in building seven.

January 8
Larceny — Grace Watson Hall
While attemptin togeta meal, a non-RIT
student claimed he had lost his meal
card and signed for it instead. He was
later located and transported to Campus
Safety where County Sheriffs arrested
him. It was later learned that he has
several outstanding warrants for arrest in
the state of Maryland. He was in posses
sion of a stolen or forged New Jersey
driver’s license.
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Several weeks ago Reporter reported
an incident of Rape/Sodimization: on
November 17, 2001, a first-year
student reported to Campus Safety
that he had been raped and sodomized
by a friend while both were spending
time in his apartment. While informa
tion about how the incident developed

Joins

RIT has joined the Alfred P. Sloan Founda
tion in a partnership that could further prove
RIT as the top printing school in the country.
The Sloan Printing Industry Center was
established on campus as a result of RIT’s
joining the Foundation. Conceived in coop
eration with the College of Imaging Arts and
Sciences and the College of Business, the
Centerwill study major business influences
in printing and how the industry is affected
by new technologies and a changing society.

According to a press briefing on January
8, 2002, work conducted at the center will
be focused on “educating the next gener
ation of print indust.ry managers,
conducting applied research, and dissem
inating findings from applied research for
the professional development of print
industry managers.”

To get approval for the center from the
Foundation, it was necessary to first gain
financial support and prove that the
members of the printing industry were inter
ested. Sixteen companies including Adobe,
Xerox, and IBM Printing Systems, agreed to
fund the center and oversee research proj
ects. One major goal forithe Sloan Center is
to improve relations with the sixteen compa
nies funding the center and ~ therefore
attract other companies to RIT as a major
center for applied research.

With the founding of the Sloan Printing
Industry Center, RilT joins the likes of
Harvard, MIT, Columbia University, and 10
other institutions, all of which have centers
focused on different industries.

The Sloan Foundation’s goal for its
industry centers is to ‘create an academic

is not known, it is confirmed that
alcohol was a factor.

The accuser claimed that the inci
dent occurred sometime between 8:00
p.m. on the night of November 16 an
9:00 a.m. the following morning.
student reported the incident to
Campus Safety, who then called the

schoIar~ship as weH as a stipend for
their work with the Center~

“The ultimate goal [of the Center.]
is to have an impact on the profitability
of the [‘printing] industry, and to make it
more successful,” said Frank Cost, Asso
ciate Dean of the College of Imaging Arts
and Sciences, and co-director of the
Sloan Center.

There are nine faculty members partic
ipating in the Center’s operation: Frank
Cost, Bill Fischer, Ed Granger, Mike

Monroe County Sheriff’s office to
respond. The sheriff took a report and
the victim was se
Hospital and d

severity, o
investigation by th

Kleper, Barb Pellow, and Frank Romano
from the College of Imaging Arts and
Sciences; and Pat ‘Sorce, Sandy Rothen
berg,.and Stelios Zyglidopoulos from the
College of Business. Sorce, Associate
Professor of Marketing and former Asso
ciate Dean of the College of Business, is
working as Co-Dire’ctor with Cost.

The Sloan Center is part of, but not
formally tied to, RIT’s First In Class initia
tive, ~ program designed to make RIT a
frontrunrner among inst.it.ut.ions that
collaborate with companies and govern
ment agencies. “This is our contribution
to First-In-Class, because it will distin
guish RIT as the leading institution in
this domain,~ said Cost.

RIT has devoted $2 million to the project,
and it is expected that the Sloan Foundation
will contribute an additional $500,000 ov
the next three years, and $25,000 for the
first year from ~t4~ of the 16 participati -

companies. The development~the Sloan
Center is still in its earliest stages since it
has only just started operations this month..

Foun€Iation wil contri

In an RaT press •release dated
December 14, 2001, RIT President Dr.
Al Simone hailed the founding of the
Sloan Center as a “crowning moment
for our printing school.” Simone went on
to say “We’re grateful that the Sloan
Foundation has chosen RIT to foster
cutting-edge analysis and idea exchange
with industry partners, a historic focus
of-RIT’s mission.”

December 20 — Janurary 8
compiled by~Cameron Kolstad ~
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Sodomization case moving slowly

by Cameron Koistad
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Rochester now superior to MIT
by Justin Mayer

community that understands industries and
to encourage a direct approach to the
companies and people of each industry for
data and observations.”

The Sloan Center at RIT will provide
funding for nine full-time graduate students
to work in the center for two years while
pursuing their degrees. During the two years,
these “Sloan Scholars” will work alongside
faculty members on research projects, in
four proposed areas: industry definition and
strategic analysis; digital color printing;
processes, productivity, and profitability;
and cross-media migration/integration.

January 1, 2002, marked the first day
of the Center’s operation. It is now in an
“exploratory phase,” during which it will
work with its industry partners to perform
initial research. Th~e resu~Its of the
research will be the basis for the
Center’s second phase, which has
yet to be created.

Graduate students will be recruited “The
duringthis phase and begin their two
years working with ~:r~:~ ~5O%,O.®® over the next three years

Investigation ensues.
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KITALDU, Texas: The small town of
Kitalou, a suburb of Lubbock, was treated
to a brief snowfall iivhen an 18-wheeler
hauling several tong of fake snow crashed
and spilled its contents 6nto the road,
according to tovh6fficials. “The cross-
winds cau~eda.femp~rary whiteout [with
the fake snow] for Vehicl~s in the imme
diate vicinity of the acáident on route 62,”
trooper Fr~nk M~sh stated. There is no
word yet on the cause of the crash,
although the~dr1ver,was not hurt.

ROME, Italy: A survey performed by an
Italian newspaper found an extra perk for
those using the new Euro currency.
According to the II Messaggero newspaper,
prostitutes are charging 150 Euros instead
of th~ usual 300,000 lire, which is equal
to approximately~155 Euros. Accordingto
“Francesca,~’’”I’m going to offer a bit of a
discount — it will make me feel good.”

BERLIN,- Germany: A ~7-1-~iear-old
Germaii:man stojped a robbery at the
store he was working at v~ith a~n unlikely
weapon, police-said. The man heard men
threatening a female a~sistant. After one
of •the.robbers pushed her to~the floor, they
th~eatèned’theelderly man as well. He
threw a tin of sauerkraut at one of the
robbers, hittin~ him ri the head. This
startled the robbers who then ran away
without cash. They.are still at large.

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia: A man set a
Guinness World Record by walking five
miles doing the hula-hoop. Ashrita
Furman, a 47-year-old American who
manages a health food store in New York,
completed the achievement in two-and-
a-half hours. Furman is also in the Gum-
ness Book of World Records for 70 other
odd accomplishments, such as
ascending Mount Fuji with a pogo stick,
and walking with a full milk bottle on his
head for 33 miles.

VANCOUVER, British Columbia: Three
robbers were caught in the act by an
unsuspecting listener: a cell phone.
According to the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police, one of the robber’s cell
phones was bumped during the
robbery and redialed its last
number. On the other end was
an answering machine that
recorded the men arguing
about how to divvy up more
than $100. In spite of this
evidence, the Mounties do not

know the identity of the robbed victim,
who has not yet come forward to press
charges against the three.

REND, Nevada: The fruitcake, one
holiday gift “nearly everyone receives and
few actually want,” can best be destroyed
by an SUV, according to Camille Hayes, a
Reno Gazette-Journal reporter. Hayes
bought various store-made fruitcakes and
tested various methods of obliterating the
beloved gift food. Dropj5ing it off a two-
story house onto con.creteyielded only~a
few “fissures,~’ and shooting a,~ake.~iith
two M-1 1 autOmatic machineguns
resulted in “only minor damage.” Next
year, Hayes plans’ to try again with.
different techniques, such as dropping
the cake from,a helicopter ‘ -.

BERLIN, Germ~ny: Over-the holida~’s,
snowfall and ice daused Bavaria’s worst
traffic jam ever, with some 60,000
Germans spending the night in their cars.
An official stated that winds blew four-
foot snowdrifts over the roads, trapping
people in their vehicles along a 90-mile
stretch of the North-South 9 Motorway,
and said it was “certainly the worst we
have ever seen.”

VANCOUVER, British Columbia: Police
are on the lookout for a legless man
wanted in the theft of 10 pair~ of pants.
Apparently, the man took off from a Gap
store in a wheelchair. According to
witnesses, the man was one df two
suspects who participated in the heist.
Both fled the area in a stolen vehicle.

LONDON, England: A British wdmari is
expecting a big reward for shedding some
weight: $1,500. Deborah Dale made a
bet with bookmaker William Hill on 20-
1 odds that she could lose 168 pounds
— to drop to a weight of 266 pounds — by
the end of 2001. However, a d~ctor.has
yet to verify her weight loss before any
payout can occur.

CALCUTTA, I dma: An organiza ion
pushed for the creation of a zone in
Calcutta where lovers can meet in public,
hold hands and talk, without being
harassed. The Lovers’ Organization for
Voluntary Exhibition (LOVE) wanted this
zone created by New Year’s as a gift to
romantics in the city, since kissing and
holding hands in public is looked dawn on
in India. LOVE states that if a love zone
isn’t created by January 31, they will
protest in front of the maSmor’s office and
police headquarters. - S..

TOKYO, Japan: AJapanese man got more
than he expected when hew~nt to check
his mailbox: three million yen, or~$22,78O
in éash. Police state he doésn’.t know
v~’her.e the ~noney~ came from, so the
department will take fingerprints and
~contàct local financial institutions. If no
one claims it in six months, the man can
keep it for himself.

HELSINKI, Finla I: A company’s inno
~‘ative way of holding conferences is
turning heads in Finland. The digital
media dev’elopm~nt group,. Media
Tampere, has in~talled a thicro’phorieand
webcam into their sauna, plus a window to
a c~orhputer screen, ~o busidess dealings
a;an pccur in the ~te~my roOm. Odd? Not
for Finland, as the sauna hastraditionally
played an important role in Finnish busi
ne~s and politics.

OMAHA: •Nebraska: Judy Money, a
Nebraska woman who received an elaborate
box with’a broken knob la~t. month,
returned the gift to Wal-Màrt only tofind
out later that the box contained the~ ashes
of her deceased sister. Afterlearning this
from her brother, Money rushed back to
Wal-Mart but disco~’ered the box had
already been thrown out with the trash.
She later found the box at an area landfill.•

“Throughout fall quarter, students voiced their concern about the
RIT shuttle service, [provided by the Regional Transit Service],”
Student Government President Erick Littleford said, in a posting on
the SG website. He noted that the majority of the issues centered
around the fact that shuttles traveled only in one direction, and
circled the entire campus before returning to a pickup area. The
situation proved to be most inconvenient for those students
boarding the shuttle from University Commons apartments, located
in the south-end of campus.

From UC, riders had to first travel through the Colony stops;
nearly tripling the time of a trip that should have only been four-
minutes long.

The solution students presented was to have shuttles traveling
clockwise and counterclockwise around the campus. “Mike
Maloney and myself met with Robert Craig, Director of Campus
Safety, and Bill Batcheller, Director of Business Services to draw
up a solution,” said Littleford.

A fourth shuttle has been added to the route to accommodate
the change.

True stories obtained from Reuters and ABCNew5.com. Fake story from The Stankbox.
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RIT Now Swings :0th ~yS
RTS Buses to Now Travel in Both Directions

by Laura Chwirut

The new system now runs four shuttles during peak hours,
morning and evening, in both clockwise and counter-clockwise
directions. The addition of the extra shuttle allows the buses to
arrive in seven-minute intervals at every stop — a three-minute
improvement from the previous system.

“The new system shall prove to be extremely more effici
I am thankful to the administration for showing their com
to keeping students first,” said Littleford.

Schedules for the shuttle can be picked up in the Campus Safety
and Center of Resident Life offices in Grace Watson Hall, th
Info Desk, and the first floor of Wallace Library, among o -

tions throughout campus.
Additional transit information is available at

http Ilwww rgrta corn!

“The new system will prov
to be extremely m®re efficient.

- Erick Littleford, SG President
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Hpplq to be a RH/Hill
Applications for the RA/HM
position are available in all area
offices and are due to EPB area
office on Friday, January 23,
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by B’u€1~iy I~omanski

Dear The Advice Column,
I thought that when I reached

college, I’d be “graduating” into a
higher level of beer drinking. Unfortu
nately, after getting to RIT, I feel like
I’m in special ed. Before classes
started this year, two guys on my floor
got put on probation for having a
couple of cases of beer in their room.
Since then, I’ve been wary of partying
anywhere closer than Colony. I under
stand that RIT doesn’t exactly have

the best social scene in the country,
but do I really have to remain
sober, day-in and day-out?
-Bee’rless in Baker

L~ear Beerless,
Getting drunk is the key hot

only to college, but to life itself.
Being drunk equals having fun,

and having fun is as American as -

John Ashcroft. The guys you hang
out with might normally be unexciting,
but imagine how cool they’ll seem -

when you hive the spins and are inca
pable of cognitive reasoning. In addi
tion, you’ll make new friends who
confuse rambling half-conversation for
emotional bonding. So here’s m~
suggestion: acquire a bottle of hard
alcohol, get three or four friends, and
sit in your locked dorm room taking
shots while watching whatever’s on TV.
That’s what a social life is.

Dear The Advic-e Column,
I feel like I’ve matu,~ed substantially

since arriving at RITlast year. I am far
more discipiine4,thàn 1 was in high
school. My khoy.’Iedgë. a1’ acaderhic.
subjects: ifas grown disproportionately
large. I e~’en feel thatI know myself

better than before. Unfortunately, this
has been the source of a problem. At
the end of Spring quarter last year, my
ex-roommate was kicked out for
smoking pot in our dorm room. I was
partially responsible for having him
kicked out by reporting him to my RA,
which I feel was the right thing. But in
the last couple of months, I’ve been
thinking about trying some pot myself.
Friends of mine keep talking about what
mind-expanding experiences they’ve
had after smoking it, and I almost feel
Iike”I’m missing out on something
ithp’ortant.’ What shou!d I do?
-Perkihteréstedin.Trj’ing Pàt:i,~ Perkins

‘Dear Perklntérested,
• ‘Smoking pot isone of the unspoken
‘secrets of intellectual success. The
‘~Japanese attribute the success of
Nintendo, Mos Burger fast food restau
rants, and Akifa ‘Kurosawa’films to
marijuana’s empowering niagic.

‘Without pot, the architects behind the
St. Louis Gateway Arch,~the ‘Golde~,
Gate’ Bridge, ‘and ~he Panama’ C~r~al
~would have sat around twiddling their
th~um~s, stuck ~ith “inside the box”
thoughts, and tiny appetites. ‘Adding
pot to a-college ~ducatibn will endow
‘you-with a dual’sense of open-mind
edness and virtuosic technical p~dfi
ãiency. As far as your.’personal life

.goes, p’ot can open doors ‘yâu previ
ously didh’t know ‘exi’stéd. Homework
becomes an afterthought as your own
amazing thoughts and ideas solve
problems and explain philosophieslin
a wa~’that puts ~‘ou ~head of ihe sobe~’
minded conformists that yo~lI, be
co’mpeting with in cIa~s. ~ot is the
answer! • ‘. -

Cooped up in a small room with
another, probably boring, member of
the same sex makes for a good work
environment. Unfortunately, it is also
a breeding ground for stress and
grating fe~lings of captivity. Here are
a few’wy~it~rs’ ‘dpinions on turning a
marathon session of midterm studying
into one that triggers slightly less
homicidal feelings.

Jennifer Treuting:
Spending time with friends or a

loved one can largely help relieve
school related stress. Hanging out is
not only fun, but it can also help
diffuse the tensions of class and work.

In the search for inexpensive ways
to relax, I found that board games
can be incredibly amusing when
played with good friends. Old favorites
like Monopoly and Life can be great,
but if you’re in the mood for some
thing newer and less predictable, a
good pick might be Dirty Minds. A
guessing-game for open-minded
adults,” it finds players guessing
everyday objects after hearing sugges
tive clues and hints.

If spending time with a boyfriend or
girlfriend, massage can be a wonderful
way to beat stress. There are all sorts
of books on the topic if you’d like to
do something more than the normal
back rub, and many stores carry
massage oils. Before buying any oil
however, make sure it’s a scent tha
both of you can stand.

Re

Peter Gravelle:
1 thnig i do 2 releev stress made

by middterms i rite reeely bad
artikls 4 reeprtr. Sum ppl say me
ryte bad thnigs allthe time, butt i
Dont thnk so. Me wryt guud r
tickles. Evn if i rite baaad artikls,
i kno dat me editr wil ficks it. Den
eye no thatt meeditr is feeelling
wrsse dan meeee. I teal gud den.

Jakob Lodwick:
Nothing affords a better sense of

relaxation than dialing 1-800
numbers and just relating to the
people on the other end. Because 1-
800 numbers are paid for by the
recipient, not the caller, you can
reach a lonely but interesting
employee working at any place,
anywhere in the country.

Imagine the effectiveness of this
technique: you’re sitting at your

ef

desk at 2:00 am., struggling to
read through 60 pages of a text
book before going to sleep for your
9:00 am, class. At an instant’s
whim, you pick up your phone, dial
a number, and a drowsy ex-jock is
ready to accommodate you through
aggression therapy.

Or, turn on your television. See an
ad for collectable plates with Jesus
on them? Call up and ask the oper
ator why you can’t stop mastur
bating. Watching a sports show on
the Home Shopping Network?
You’re just a 1-800 and seven digits
away from proposing to a stranger!
Capable of choosing seven random
numbers, or at least smashing your
hand all over the dial pad? Great!
Now you can challenge a working
single mother’s belief system and
repeatedly offer to dramatically
rescue her from her office! •

I
.t-rm S res

Need some advice? Out team of professional sympa
thizers and problem-solvers would love to help. Email
whatever’s on your mind to advice@blumpy.org.
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by B’u€1~iy I~omanski

Dear The Advice Column,
I thought that when I reached

college, I’d be “graduating” into a
higher level of beer drinking. Unfortu
nately, after getting to RIT, I feel like
I’m in special ed. Before classes
started this year, two guys on my floor
got put on probation for having a
couple of cases of beer in their room.
Since then, I’ve been wary of partying
anywhere closer than Colony. I under
stand that RIT doesn’t exactly have

the best social scene in the country,
but do I really have to remain
sober, day-in and day-out?
-Bee’rless in Baker

L~ear Beerless,
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Wu-Tang
Raises the
Iron Flag

by Chris Wiltz

Let’s face it: anyone who keeps up with Wu
Tang clan has probably noticed that their
success as a group has seriously been dwin
dling since 1997’s Wu-Tang Forever.
Numerous solo projects, disputes within the
group, and a particular incarceration have
dealt a serious blow to Wu-Tang’s unity and
credibility as a group. Additionally, the
growing popularity of Wu members such as
Method Man and Ghostface as solo artists

even led to rumors of the group dissolving.
Despite the critics’ rumors, Wu-Tang
assures us that the crew from Staten Island
is alive and well, and they have set out to
prove so with their fourth release, Iron
Flag. Iron Flag brings back the gritty soul
music and kung-fu movie samples that
made Wu-Tang’s first two albums so great,
while at the same time showing off the
group’s stylistic progression. These quali
ties all shine though, especially in the first
single “Uzi (Pinky Ring)” and other songs
like “Iron Flag” and “Soul Power”(featuring
Public Enemy’s Flava Flay, of all people).

Lyrically, the group is just as good as
they’ve always been, if not better. Anyone
who owns any Wu-Tang member’s solo
album knows that the group is composed of
some of the most creative and unique lyri
cists around, and this shows through even
more when they all come together. Each
member’s own style works to complement

the styles off the other Clan members.
Whether addressing the events of 9/11 in
“Rules,” spinning tales of crooked cops in
“Babies,” or just telling everyone that they’re
the best group around in songs like
“Radioactive,” Wu-Tang by far brings the
best delivery of any rap group on the shelves.

The only problem with the album is that
it’s much too short. Iron Flag’s 12 songs,
while all awesome, will still leave avid Wu
fans longing for much more. When did the
idea of having an album that’s both great
and long become a bad one? Wu-member
Rza has commented that Iron Flag is
composed mostly of redone versions of songs
that were originally intended to be on Wu’s
last album The W. Maybe next time around
we’ll get another double CD album (a Ia
Wu-Thng Forever), but for now, Iron Flag is
the perfect addition to any Wu-fan’s collec
tion and would be a terrific introduction to
the group for any first-time listeners. •

Movie Review:
Bully:
of sex
murder, played
by youngsters
~y Jakob LOdWjCk

This film is not a thriller, nor a crime
drama, nor a tale of redemption — nor is it
necessarily trying to be. Its secondary
message seems to be that these kids are
really, really dumb and have no idea what
they’re doing. For example, Billy’s girlfriend
Lisa (played my Mrs. Macaulay Culkin herself,
Rachel Miner) gets pregnant as a result of
non-stop unprotected sex. Other kids in the
group drop acid and play each other in a
Mortal Kombat-style videogame, with one of
them freaking out and puking after his char
acter is turned into a baby. But the scene that
best exemplifies their incompetence is the

Scottsville
3892 ~cottsvi11e Rd.,(Next to Shurefine)

889-2550

A first look, there is little distin

guishing Larry Clark’s latest film
from a typical Cinemax 5on-core

movie. But after some time with it, a few essen
tial differences begin to shine through. For one,
Bully shows actual full~frontal nudity. Female
pubic hair and the male penis are both utilized
by the director to better illustrate his message
(“these people can’t stop boinking each other”).
The second difference is that Bully feels like
child porn. The actors are old enough to beId probably pass for 16.
legal, but the girls cou that Bully’s story actu
The third difference is

actual murder, as the six or seven disorgan
ized, unprepared teens carry out the least
professional crime of the century.

When I saw Larry Clark’s first film, Kids,
I was basically in the same state as everyone
at the party near the end. I do remember a
few details, though, and I believe that Bully
is shot more like a traditional film than Kids
was. Bully looks real, but not in the same
way as Kids’s quasi-documentary style. Bully
also feels real because the story seems like
it’s right out of real life, and not a work of
calculated literature. Even though I felt
dirty, sick, and even bored during parts of

ally starts to matter after a while, despite a
meandering, redundant first two-thirds.
Bobby and Marty are two guys living a post-
high school, privileged class fantasy life.
They both work at a sub shop but drive new,
expensive cars as they meet up with girls
and have sex with them. Bobby, played well
by Nick Stahl, is constantly bullying Brad
Renfro’s character Marty. They hang out
with several other kids, who eventually
manage to put sex on hold and come up with
a plan to put an end to Bobby and his
~ullyingwaY~ a MURDEROUS plan.

this movie, in hindsight it was an enter
taming and interesting piece.
mind childlike porn and depressingl
istic storytelling, give Bully a watch.
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.c
Web Review

by Tiffany Swasta

In the global market, an international experience should

TheSpark.com is ae pretty cool website
with lots of
different features,
divided into a few
different sections.

____________ The Features
section of the site
includes “The 0
Test” and “Spar
kNotes.” “The 10
test” is supposed
to .be a real IQ
test; though I’m
not sure how accu
rate it is. You can
take the test and
then send it to

________ your friends. They
_______ are told your score

and when they
finish.the test you

~ can look up theirs.
There is one

serious side to this section, however, that
might actually be helpful to the average.
college student. There is a section called
“SparkNotes” that can provide useful
notes on many subjects such as periods
in history or calculus. It’s listed under
the Features area.

There is a “T&~” section next to the
Features, which lists m~ny different tests a
user can take other than “The 10 Test.”
Some of these tests include: “The Person
ality Test,” “The Bitch Test,” “The Wealth
Test,” “The Sex Test:” and “The Death
Test.” Each test gives you feed back on where
you rate, or in the case of “The Death Test,”
it gives you a prediction of when you’re
going to die. These tests can also be sent to
friends and the scores can be exchanged.
The test questions therñselves can be quite
amusing and far-fetched and also contain
numeràus cracks on Canadians. As to the
truth of the results, who knows.

The “Science” section is-all about the
crazy adventure’s of Christian. The stories
included in this section are “The Date My
Sister Project,” “The Stinky Feet Diaries,”
“StinkyMeat,” “StinkyMeat2,” and also
“The Fat Project.” In “The Stinky Feet
Diaries,” Christian is trying to make his feet
smell as bad as possible and goes through
all softs of disgusting ways to t~y and achieve

the results he desires. In The Fat Project,”
he convinces a guy and a girl to gain weight
with a promise of $3000. It’s filled with
pictures of them in their underwear as they
stack on the pounds. “StinkyMeat” is about
him buying some meat and putting it in his
neighbor’s yard to rot and smell. “The Date
My Sister Project” is about him setting up
dates for his sister with people he knows and
documenting them. Each story is filled with
pictures and also vivid, humorous descrip
tions of the things happening.

The last section of theSpark.com is the
“Toys” section. This section includes the
“Burn Maker.” The “Burn Maker” takes
some text you have written, perhaps as a
letter to someone, and turns it into a letter
of hate. The results are funny and filled
with obscenities. The “Academic Paper
Generator” can be fun to mess around
with. You enter in certain information
about a paper you want to write such as the
subject and length. Then it generates a
paper for you on the subject you chose.
The results really look like a pre-written
paper that just puts the subject into
various places within the essay. However,
it’s not a good idea for a real paper.

The “Bone Easy” category takes you to a
page with different strange sentences that
are randomly generated to emulate things
that men might say. This section is just
basically filled with totally outrageous
pickup lines for guys. The last part of the
“Toys” section is “Deliver the Dis.” This is
a program that can be downloaded that
generates random insults and put-downs. All
you have to do is click the button “Deliver
the Dis” and the insults just pour out.

If you ever need to waste a few hours on
completely random stuff, or even pick up a
hint or a tip or two for a paper, check out
TheSpark.com. It’s completely worth it. •
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Web Review

by Tiffany Swasta

In the global market, an international experience should
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“please please please... i am
16 years old and in need of
help. i feel so lost and so
out of control...”
-Posted by “alicesfalling” on a pro-anorexia
site

Web sites celebrating those who embrace
eating disorders are swamping the web.

At these sites, anorexics and bulimics
share “success” stories and tips on how to
lose weight, purge, and diet. They refer to
their disorders as “Ana” and “Billy,”
with a form of affection.

www.disappearingacts.homestead.com,
which features the slogan, “Nothingtastesas
good as thin feels,” is one of the many pro-
anorexia websites that have sprouted up in the
last few years. The site’s message board is full
of people asking for hints and help to lose
weight, as well as pleas to stop and seek help.

“I love feeling empty,” said one
of the site’s users.

While anyone can develop an eating
disorder, college-aged women are among the
most at risk. This should not come as a
surprise when looking at a list of possible
causes; “Sensitivity to separation from
family” and “socio-cultural factors,” or pres
sures from the media to maintain a certain
appearance, were all on a list put out by the
Center for Eating Disorders.

Other causes of eating disorders included
by the Center were stressful situations,

trauma, family dynamics, and possible
genetic influences. Environment and
heredity may play rather large roles in the
development and sustainability of eating
disorders. At leastfiveto 10 million women
and one million men sufferfrom some form
of an eating disorder in the United States.

Despite the fact that females still make
up the majority ~f those ~uffering from
eating disorders, the amount of males
being affected is rising. “Everything you
turn around and see, there’s such an
image of the perfect body for a male.
So men are out there, getting into
this, because they want a buff body,.
no fat, all muscle. They’ll do
anything to get to that point,” said
Florinda Cardenas, the Mentoring Program
Coordinator of the Women’s Center.

“College does seem to ~reate or inten
sify eating disorders,” said ‘firstyear
Physics major Josh Pare. “One ‘reas~on
may be th~e fear of the freshman 15.”
Anorexic Nation, . ~,located at
http://plagueangel .com/a,~orexic_nation/
anorexicnation.html, even hasa link
especially designed to “welcome college
students.” Located,there is a list of more
than 30 colleges and universities whose..
students fegularly visit fh’é site, “

including SUNY Brockport, SUNY
Albany, Cornell, Harvard, Tufts Univer
sity and the United States Navy.

[Editor~s note: .the.site was redesigned
prior to this issue’~s’print date and this link
was apparently rem’dved., ‘W.H.]

While most of these sites are not meant
to recruit people, many of the posts on the
message boards are from new users asking
for help to lose weight. Thesitës view eating.
disorders as fast, cheap’ ways to shed
(dozens of) pounds.

Since these disorders exhibit quick
results in the early stages, they can be
habit-forming. One of Disappearing Act’s
users left a chillingly realistic note: “Sad to
say, but anorexia and bulimia are by far the
most effective ways to lose weight. I’m an
addict.”

These disorders are exactly that: an
addiction. Anorexia is characterized by the
intense fear of gaining weight, feeling fat
even though the person may be dozens of
pounds under a healthy weight, with a very
low body mass. Anorexics tend to eat very
little, and can slowly starve themselves to

While anorexic/bulimic methods may
produce desired results for a little while,

‘they can alsocause permanent damage to
the body. Ulcers, muscle damage, gum
disease, bone loss, and esophageal
damage are all medical problems that can
resultfrdm prolonged eating disorders. 15
to 60 percent of an anorexic’s normal body
weight can be lost during the course of the
disorder. It is dieting gone out of control.

Bulimics, on the other hand, “binge and
purge.” The Center for Eating Disorders
describes bulimia as “recurrent episodes of
intense eating, [followed by]... recurrent

episodes of purging (using laxatives or
vomiting) in order to prevent weight gain.”
Bulimia is the more common of the two disor
ders, and it can commonly lead to anorexia.
Both disorders are very hazardous to a person’s
health, and have been known to kill,

According to the American Dietetic Asso
ciation, more than five million Americans
suffer from eating disorders. Anorexia
nervosa and bulimia nervosa are the two
most common disorders, and though doctors
and experts have spoken out against these
diso~ders, they still present a threat.

If students;are having difficulty adjusting
to life away from home, in addition to being
under the stress of everyday
college. Iife;~they may
become at risk to
developing’ar~

that,” says White,
Many advertisements are digitally altered.

Citing an example of this, White said, “I
have on tape an example of a Cindy Craw
ford shot that was for the cover of
Cosmopolitan. They removed any signs of
aging~they.made her waist smaller; they
toqk.a couple inches off of’her thigh.”
/ “We~re very ~i~aI~”saS’s Cardenas, “You

see aII~thesé’i~n’agesof the perfect body —

on-.T.V,~theLrnovies,-th’e printed image, on
the Internet... In Hollywood, it’s glamor
ized to be very frail, thin, almost to the
point where your bones are sticking out,
but at home, you’re shunned from your
community and your family because that’s
not how you’re supposed to look. That’s not
how the normal person looks.”

The Women’s Center on campus offers
counseling and mentoring services for those
looking for help. Open to both men and
women, the Center has information on
eating disorders and can also provide one-
on-one support for those in need.

As always, rather than risk your health,
exercise and healthy eating are the best
ways to maintain a healthy weight. If you feel
the need to lose a large amount of weight,
you should consult a doctor first. •

Professional
Medical Resources:

ducti
American
Medical Association:
http://viwvi.ama assn ,orgl

American
Dietetic Association:
http://www.adaf.org/
http:Ilwww eatright.org/
h t t p //wvlw. health-diet-

The fol owing are examples of pro-
anorexia web sites. The content is
extremely disturbing and will offend
son e. Do not take any medical advice
offered by these pages. Reporter
neither agrees with nor supports the
opinions and/or messages expressed
on these websites.

http://www.d isappearingacts
homestead .com

http://plagueangel.com?
anorexic nation/anorexicnation.html

http://www.lunarpages.com/jaoi/

http://www. envy. n u/tb in nest?

http://wWvi. niniveh. homestoad coin?

http://www.ho so-of-sins.com/

The Story of ‘Ana’ and’Billy
~ites promoting eating disorders hit the Internet
Li by Jennifer Treuting

illustration by Anne Geary
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people, regardless of whether or not they
have an eating disorder, feel society encour

J ages them to maintain a certain body image.
“I was ta ught inadvertently by my mother,

from the time I was old enough to talk, that
food was bad,~fat was bad, and eating was a
sign of.weakness,” said a sufferer of anorexia,
who•preferred to remain anonymous.

Another. admitted that ev~ry woman in her
fah,ily had eating disorders, and the men
wereaddicted to exercise. “I think genes

: pla~i a much larger role than we really think.”
Fir~st year Software Engineering major

A’manda Berry said, “Look at [the movie]
~Shalló’w Hal. In order for a fat girl to find
a guy, she-has to look thin.”

Magazine covers, store mannequins, adver
tisements, and the Internet all show thin,
beautiful women modelingclothesand looking
happy. These images can lead others to think
that the secret to hapj~iness is found within a
dress size. People can feel overweight by
looking at these ads, even when .they know
they~ren’t. “I ‘veara five, but l~m still hea~ier
than Angelina Jolie, and way wider-than the
manr~equinstliey mddel stuff on,” says Berry.

E~er9~h~re’dne turns, one is’bombarded
by images of the “perfect body.” However,
this “perfect” shape isn’t obtainable by all,
and people shouldn’t measure themselves

against it.
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manr~equinstliey mddel stuff on,” says Berry.

E~er9~h~re’dne turns, one is’bombarded
by images of the “perfect body.” However,
this “perfect” shape isn’t obtainable by all,
and people shouldn’t measure themselves

against it.
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F’a c es ol R I T
‘Eric D’Nelson

Third-year lnforrnation~TechnoIogy major
Kevin R~wk’o~vski is~EèrtaihIy one of the

- . , ~ost~ctivestudentson~carrip~us. Currently,
RewkowsI~iis the’Commui~icati~’ns Coordi

:.. nator for the Residence .HaIl Association
‘ (RHA), ~a’,rep~sentative in~the ,Student

Go”ern’rnént Senate, the President and
.-founder. of the~oIitical ~warehess Club

• ~‘ (PAC),~a Wé~b D~esi~ner.fo~ the:Center for

• . . -. Campus Life, an;lnt~ra~ti~ A~entures
RocI~Clirnbing’lnstruct6r at theRed Barn,
an en~iployee~ of Chá~éPitkirj’~ corporate

~offic’e,~darnemberofth~ LEADprogram.
“I’m a’pe6ple person,” said Rewkowski. “I

‘like people. So Ilike to’have alot of jobs, a
lqt of Lnt,eractiàn. TI~’at%.Ijust ‘one aspect. I

-‘ can~t jlst4be bored. lts not really my thing.”
-. : • . Re~(vkowski.l~as hada solidlirñpact on the

org~izâtions.ôf which he i~ part. When
RHA~brought’irfl~esra Martin and Nikki
Giovanni,to speà Iast~ye~ar,theyv’ere events
thatRHA,hàd hever’b~fore done. “I worked
very~long~éry harthon that’~iong with the

V -~‘~‘~ ~r~si~entof BACc.. Iffell together pretty
• iibèly-~nd~we.imp~cted ‘about’,600 people

,who .carñe to otir twa ‘évents~” ,Rewkowski
,“aals~artia4ily res~onsible for having

‘:.Jbcelyj~El~Iers ~‘p~ak’at Rl]~t’l, was part of
..,.that [Student Gov~rnrnent] Committee

[re~poi~’sibl~’fo~bringi n~Eldershere]. Up to
‘—. 800 ‘pebpleweçe ~ffecte&by thatone week

of e’,énts,ttjáti wà~s’a p~rt ôf~in some way.”
, • . - Plenty more pèo~ie have benefited from

,‘RewkoiA’ski’s work on’the~Cen’ter.for. Campus
• ,.~ Life web~page”. “Whe’n F~yan [Gi~lia] hired

- me; they~had thistweird lo~l~in~vebpage...
Ohian~iitrwasa.rness~ --

No~Rew~ow~ki~said the’site’ covers the
-Student Volunteer~Cerfter, Greek Council,3. - ., “~-~• •~,.

.preek Affairs, LEAD program,,SAU Reserva
tions, Big Events Calenda~án’d more. “I put
.upa.list~f’the’c~b~t~atwe.b.ad,” said

• ‘ . Re~,kowsl~i: ‘dn ti~Thrst ffiree;mont[is, we got

- about4000 hift to~thatonesection That one
~;entityIàfcliib~ -and .organizatións:.just blew

• up.~’ .Tha ovèrwhelrhihg r.êsponse was due to
“t[~e fact4that.there’~was sucha need for it.
~st~ndards in

thedév,4lo~ment{ofrthe ‘Cd’nt~ fo~ Campus
Life wëbsit’e. .“[the wëbsite4ha~] useful

.resdurcest n’ot just ‘herE’~’ a, page with a
guy’s .p~one’numberon it. Call it for any

* - problems,”hesaid. “We want information
~o,you,c~n.d~wr~ioad forms,.you can search
2thr~ugh whateverwe havé,~Student Volun

‘tee! C~ntëi lists/corlimunitysérvice oppor
tunities, agen’dies~you canvolunteer with,
~ery,4in-dèpth~of w[iat!s going on ótier there.”

~V~hile’he further devel6pêd RHA and the
• Center,-~fo’r Car ui-Life, he helped’to actu

- ‘állycreate the Political-Action Club. “There’s
,a’ ~t~dy,thdt~carnC,out.a~cduple years ago
aboiif~what ,peopl ,most-~cornn~only talk

- . . - - about like on theride to1work, or-on a train,
- ., or on,a,.plahe, or so~i~ethihg.~~ike that,” said

. , Rewkowski, ~‘is politics and government.
- - -. Not the we~th~,, n’ot oits~. .Everybody

loves to-talk about~politics.~’ -. --

The PAC features movie nights andrOtind
tables. “We had one very good round table.
About 20 people attended.- The second one
wasn’t too greatly attended.- It’s tough to
get people out.” The meetings usually take
place on Tuesday evenings at 6:00 p.m. As
for the round table discussions, “All you
have to have is one person speakinitially,
then the floodgates are wide open.

“We’re getting it off the ground little by
little. We just got recognized in October or
November. It’s a very exciting venture and I
hope it continues. -

All these responsibilities leave Rewkowski
with a dense schedul~. “I have to do very well
with time mana~ement~ obviously’- said
Rewkowski. “Usually when course registra
tion comes up, I have to grid out everything.
Try to find out when my staff meetingsare,
when my finance committee meetings are...

I do build in time for the gym, play some
hoops. I usually schedule like half hour, hour
blocks where I don’t do anything; [when] I

“wó ~.~j~gw1th

- peo. ie~
is the only way tomove ahea.

just sit and chill in the Union... I usually try
not to get up too early in the morning and try
not to stay out too late at night. Weekends
are generally filled with meetings also and
late night meetings as well.”

Rewkowski does not plan to keep up his busy
schedule for long as he is going on co-op in
spring quarter. “Now I have to start downsize
things. I’m in a lot of roles, which is good. But
I’ve been trying not to make things so that if I
left everything would fall apart.” - -

When he leaves, Rewkowski will be
fulfilling every sports fan’s dream, since he

will be working at the ESPN headquarters in
Bristol-Connecticut. -

As for the chances of Rewkowski meeting
ESPN anchors Chris Berman, Stewart Scott,
and Dan Patrick or witnessing a taping of
“SportsCenter,” Rewkowski doubts it. “The
one intern I talked to said some studio and
production people do come and go. They do
have problems, computer problems, so maybe
I’ll have an opportunity to check that out.”

- No matter where Rewkowski ends.up after
he graduates, he will always live by the words
of fictional character Dicky Fox, Jerry Magu ire’s
idol from the movie Jerry Maguire: “The key to
business is personal relationship.”

“I think that is one of the most important
things l~ve ever heard,” said Rewkowski. -

“Personal relationships [are] the foundation
to everything. Whether I have an active job,
whether I’m a rock climbing, inStru~t’o’r,
whether I’m doing... a corn~utèr’péYsonr
job, relationships and working with people
is the only way to really möye ahead with
anything. You can’t just sit there and hack
it out all day. You have totalk to somebody
about something. -

“Things like R,HA, SG LEAD and the
[Political Awareness] Club. It’s more
involvement Getting out to the commu
nity, getting to know people. Trying to advo
cate change if I see change necessary or [if
I see] something bad:or ~omething I want

, ~ to improve on.’~. I’ve aI~ays strived to beinvolved,and have a voice and especially to
represent peOplev~hO are under heard or not
represented enough.”

He,anticipates~that after he graduates, he
will still try to stay in many activities, but
“probably not-right away. I’ll be getting into
the rêal’world. You know, big culture shock
there. I might see myself or in the future
sothetirne beingon the school board where
my kids go to school or something like that.”

Rewkowski is a person who will always
stay active. “Working in team environments,
working with people and accomplishing
common goals isreally what I’m all about.”.

“I don’t get sick. I haven’t
been sick for about six years”
Carson McCain
Second Year
Mechanical Engineering
Technology

“I go see the doctor. I would
sleep and I would rest, and I
would have some tea.”
Kate Groves
First Year Grad Student
MMSE

“Sleep it off.”
Frank Sanders
Second Year
Computer Science

“I usually take medicine. I try
to figure it out myself. I don’t
run home to mom. I try to self-
med icate.”
Amy Heimburg
Second Year
Physician’s Assistant

“Identify the problem, drink
plenty of fluids, get as much
sleep as possible, and have
chicken soup to top it all off.”
Dave Azer
Second Year
New Media Publishing

“I usually try to have a couple
of cups of tea, and sometimes
some Alka Seltzer Plus cold
medicine That usually does
the trick.”
Glenn Robinson
Chemical Technician

I don’t get sick—and
that’s how you take care
of yourself, so you don’t
get sick. Plus I see sick
kids everyday, Maybe
that’s why I don’t get sick
— I’m exposed to it every
day and I’ve built up
antibodies,
Dr. J. Martin Zinaman
Student Health Center

I go to my apaytment, I
sleep and I make some

~ •~., tea. -

Kelly Kim
First Year Grad Student
MMSE

Stay inside, take some
medicine. I haven’t really
been sick much.
Chris Braunstein
Second Year
Computer Science

Take medicines.
Slavina Maneva
Third Year
Biotechnology

I sleep all day long and
drink lots of orange juice.
I laugh hysterically at
things that aren’t funny,
because I’m that sick. I
talk to a lot of people on
the phone.
Rebecca Strejc
Third Year
Graphic Design

Orange juice. It’s got
Vitamin C in it.
Aaron Digaudio
Fourth Year
Metal Working

I take Echinacea, orange
juice, and chicken soup
Only when I’m sick
though, otherwise it’s
gross. Saltines and coke
is the answer to every
thing.
Rebecca Salerno
Fourth Year
Photography

Kevin Rewkowski

WORD’on the
I.

What do you do to care for
yourself when you’re sick?

Compiled by Jennifer Treuting photos by Edmund Fountain

Stay home and take
medicine.
Bigyan Sijapati
Third Year
Computer Engineering
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The PAC features movie nights andrOtind
tables. “We had one very good round table.
About 20 people attended.- The second one
wasn’t too greatly attended.- It’s tough to
get people out.” The meetings usually take
place on Tuesday evenings at 6:00 p.m. As
for the round table discussions, “All you
have to have is one person speakinitially,
then the floodgates are wide open.

“We’re getting it off the ground little by
little. We just got recognized in October or
November. It’s a very exciting venture and I
hope it continues. -

All these responsibilities leave Rewkowski
with a dense schedul~. “I have to do very well
with time mana~ement~ obviously’- said
Rewkowski. “Usually when course registra
tion comes up, I have to grid out everything.
Try to find out when my staff meetingsare,
when my finance committee meetings are...

I do build in time for the gym, play some
hoops. I usually schedule like half hour, hour
blocks where I don’t do anything; [when] I
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- peo. ie~
is the only way tomove ahea.

just sit and chill in the Union... I usually try
not to get up too early in the morning and try
not to stay out too late at night. Weekends
are generally filled with meetings also and
late night meetings as well.”

Rewkowski does not plan to keep up his busy
schedule for long as he is going on co-op in
spring quarter. “Now I have to start downsize
things. I’m in a lot of roles, which is good. But
I’ve been trying not to make things so that if I
left everything would fall apart.” - -

When he leaves, Rewkowski will be
fulfilling every sports fan’s dream, since he

will be working at the ESPN headquarters in
Bristol-Connecticut. -

As for the chances of Rewkowski meeting
ESPN anchors Chris Berman, Stewart Scott,
and Dan Patrick or witnessing a taping of
“SportsCenter,” Rewkowski doubts it. “The
one intern I talked to said some studio and
production people do come and go. They do
have problems, computer problems, so maybe
I’ll have an opportunity to check that out.”

- No matter where Rewkowski ends.up after
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of fictional character Dicky Fox, Jerry Magu ire’s
idol from the movie Jerry Maguire: “The key to
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“I think that is one of the most important
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to everything. Whether I have an active job,
whether I’m a rock climbing, inStru~t’o’r,
whether I’m doing... a corn~utèr’péYsonr
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anything. You can’t just sit there and hack
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“Things like R,HA, SG LEAD and the
[Political Awareness] Club. It’s more
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there. I might see myself or in the future
sothetirne beingon the school board where
my kids go to school or something like that.”

Rewkowski is a person who will always
stay active. “Working in team environments,
working with people and accomplishing
common goals isreally what I’m all about.”.
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requires two references and an updated
resume, as well as three essay questions,
is January 23, 2002.

After the application is in, a very inter
esting and hectic time called Group
Process Day occurs. Dozens of applicants
are placed in the gym together and are
given a task. Last year’s task was to build
the largest tower with nothing more than
newspaper and masking tape. The appli
cants are observed by last year’s RAs as
well as other ResLife staff.

Followingthe craziness of Group Process
Day is the relatively sedate individual inter
view. Fisher noted that this was also unlike
your normal job interview, as instead of
checking his skills, the interview seemed to
be checking to see if his personality was
compatible with the job.

Then for those few who are accepted and
enroll in the program, there is a well-deserved
break — at least until two weeks before the
first-year students arrive. That is when the
RAs, both new and old, come to train. There
are lectures on topics ranging from diversity
to drugs to sexuality to school policies.

Training alo entails a large amount of
problem-solving. One of the activities
consists of the new RAs going from room to
room in Gleason and dealing with fictional
situations role-played by the returning RAs.

This situational practice helps the RAs to
deal with uncomfortable situations. For
instance, Bove had a situation over the
summer where he confronted a “student”
who had drug paraphernalia in his room.
Dealing with this situation over the summer
helped him to manage a similar encounter
that occurred during his rounds.

How the RAs Feel
Many returning RAs say they returned

because the job helped them in some way,
similar to how Robbiano found profound
“life-lessons” in the work.

Fisher says that he keeps coming back to
the job because of the people. “They’re just
so different, every year.”

Overall, it seems that RAs are a special
group of people. They’re creative, sociable,
intelligent, and above all, they do their job
well. So remember, if you want to become
one, pick up an application at your local area
office (in Gleason, NRH or Ellingson), and
hand it in by January 23. But remember,
there are only so many spots; do your best,
and as all these RAs said, just be yourself..

.1.~.- -.

In. the 9ear’ 2000, Scottish résearchèrs
conducted a worldwide.stbdy concerniri~
the spread .ofasthma. The’ results,of the
test showe~t a ~drarii’atic’ increase. of as
mu~h,as’1!5 j~’ercent inmany large popu~
latioh centers.~es’pecially in industrialized

• . izjations,~. prflsum’ably due to air-~ollutibh.

•.Asth~mä~ as. most’ p’ebple.kn’ow, is a
• “ .bre’áthin~ disorder;, h~wever, what triost

:peo~le~ not know is’that it comes in
rn’any different f~rrns~and1s caused by a
variefy of condition~.

‘Asthma is essehtiallythe ~onstricting of
a person s airways m~king it difficult and
.sornètiriies’.impossible forThiñi or her to
breathe ~Many factors including allergic
reaction, ,tem’peratiIre.~hange; or simple
irritation cause the constriction Just as no
two people are exactly alike every patient

• suf,fers on~,sincd’no two
cases a~e identical In many people a
genetic condition in which their airways

‘are more su~ceptible to rnflarñ’rnation
caus~s~asthma In others asthma i~simply
the result of a specific environment

Many ~eo~le b:eli’eve.that.’a.clean home
‘árid good hygiene1will prevent asthma~ In

~ the sense of irritation induced asthma
this is correct However m~ny scientists
have theorized that later in life a hyper
hygienic youth could’result in a bad case
of asthma du~ to an unprepared immune

• . systeni. Just ‘as the ~irst~ time,’spmpone
,gets the-chicken pox~.the,flu,’or’~vena

• . .‘sim’ple col’d, it’takes a’sü~stantialarhou’r~f.
• ‘ of ti~efor’the’immu~e.sy’st,em to learn to.

fight the problem. With’ asthma~”the’
• . - inpune.systemattempth’ to rth~io~ the:

irritation.throügh inflamrñátion, excretion
• 7: of~ii~u’ëus,.~hd cb~strictingth~airwa~s —

the.véry syri,~toms pr:asthn~i’a. TKr,dugh,
.‘thi~ ~r.qcess; even a ~erfectly healthy

• .~ person cah develop’a bad ~ase’of.ä~thnia.
Smoking is also a powerful factor in

• the~de,velopme’ntof asthmaas the inhala
‘ ,tion of smOke and sub\e,~uent absorption

of ~h’èmicalscan diThe.severe’irritation,
which can al~o ~uipk!~i de~ielop..iiifo ‘a,

~. full-blown case of asth~ná. O,n the other
(hand, the same cor~stant’ekj5ósure of the

•~.. airway to’ irritationin otlie~ ~eople’ may
•,, adt~u~ll~lessen the ç~ancés bf dével

oping~asthmá..This.star~k contrast~isthe.
rO~ii~lt of genes as some people ‘are

r sirnply’more susce~tible. .,.

‘ Due to this, asthma is widely• , .. ‘acèepted to be hereditary., In fa’ct, 60

peicent.pf children ~vhose parents both.
• hav,e~asthma will:develop a’t~Iea~t.a n~ild

cas’e’of it by adiilthood while only ~ix
pe~ce~nt will ‘develop asthrna’Whose
parenfs afe non-asthmatic.

- ~. ~~‘~crso~ \eho su~fe~rs~from asthma can• , .normally’. breathe’without difficulty and

by Cameron Koistad

can usually take part in ‘any of the activities most other people do. They can ski, bike, hike,
and even keep’a pet. There is no indication that those afflicted with asthma live shorter
lives or are less active. The condition can lay dormant for years before seem’
activity can suddenly rouse it.

In ca~és of hereditar~i asthma; the condition is the result of “TH-2” cells, which are a
specialized type of white blood cell - - - • • • -
leukins, which cause swelling in th- • -
overproduce these interleukins, which makes the patH
to inflammation. Once the process of infl
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he Community

eade
As ano t~ e story e in the job

Resident Advisors, or RAs, do some amazing things: they run tremendous social programs,
resolve conflicts between their residents. They act as a helping hand, a shoulder to cry on and
even as a surrogate parent.

If this sounds like a difficult range of jobs, most RA5 say that those are the easyparts. Many
people who work as RAs agree that the hardest part, or at least the most boring and time-
consuming, is the paperwork. RAs file requests for room changes, draw up requests for school
resources like conference rooms and vans, and, unfortunately, file Campus Safety reports.

So, with all these different and time-consuming jobs, why would anyone want to be an RA?
“I wanted to experience the leadership,” said RA Anthony Russo, a second-year Animation

major who lives and works in Baker Hall. Gleason RA and senior-year Graphic Design major
Briana Robbiano, said that she gets “to experience [her] freshman year over again every year.”

Many RAs enjoy their roles as a guide to their residents. Because the majority of dorm residents
are first-year students, there is a huge demand for help in adjusting to college and dorm life.
Robbiano said that helping the freshmen with their problems was “definitely a good life-lesson.”

HMs
There is a special type of RA called an HM, or House Manager. Their job is very similar to

that of an RA, but with one key difference: all their residents are brought together by a key
interest. HM’s manage special interest floors, like Photo House or Engineering House.

These houses are not limited to students with a particular major, but rather to people who
are interested in the subject. For instance, as Jon Bove, a second-year Software Engineer and
HM for Computer Science House (CSH), said, “It’s all about community”

He mentioned the diversity of majors in his house, ranging from the expected Computer
Science majors, to Business and even Art majors. Bove works on creating CSH’s multitude of
social events to prove that they are “not just a bunch of geeks•”

Mainstream Floors
Everyone knows that RIT has a large Deaf population. However, the RAs who are

entrusted with what are called Mainstream floors have to deal with not only the average
student problems, but they also have to make an effort to bring together two very different
cultures — Hearing and Deaf.

Co-RAs Caya Consunji and Andrew Fisher, who work in Ellingson Hall, do their best to bring
together both the hearing and Deaf students on their floor.

Consunji’s wing has mostly Hearing students, while Fisher’s has mostly Deaf students. Since
Consonji is deaf while Fisher can hear, this brings about an interesting challenge for both RAs

— they work together to unite their floor.
Consunji, a fifth-year Information Tech

‘ (‘: - ~ nology student, pointed out that “it’s hard to
socialize with both hearing and [Deaf individ

- -~‘~ “ ‘ • uals]... because both have different cultures
• and also different modes of communication.”

She also noted that “a hearing RA gets along
easier with hearing [students], while I get along
with Deaf [ones].”

Both RAs try to bridge the gap as best they
can. The students were all introduced to each

• other, and Fisher tries to play interpreter between
them. However, “it all depends on [the indi
vidual’s] effort,” said Fisher.

Application Process
Every year around this time, the call goes out

for new RAs. The Center for Residence Life
(ResLife) asks for people who are enthusiastic,
creative, and who have patience and time-
management skills.

Applications can be picked up in any area
office, which are located in Ellingson,
Nathaniel Rochester, and Gleason Halls. The
deadline for turning in the application, which

Top: Art House RA Nicole Killian fills out Room Condition Reports for one of her residents.
Left: Rich Trifeletti relaxes on his couch when he is not on RA duty.
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requires two references and an updated
resume, as well as three essay questions,
is January 23, 2002.

After the application is in, a very inter
esting and hectic time called Group
Process Day occurs. Dozens of applicants
are placed in the gym together and are
given a task. Last year’s task was to build
the largest tower with nothing more than
newspaper and masking tape. The appli
cants are observed by last year’s RAs as
well as other ResLife staff.

Followingthe craziness of Group Process
Day is the relatively sedate individual inter
view. Fisher noted that this was also unlike
your normal job interview, as instead of
checking his skills, the interview seemed to
be checking to see if his personality was
compatible with the job.

Then for those few who are accepted and
enroll in the program, there is a well-deserved
break — at least until two weeks before the
first-year students arrive. That is when the
RAs, both new and old, come to train. There
are lectures on topics ranging from diversity
to drugs to sexuality to school policies.

Training alo entails a large amount of
problem-solving. One of the activities
consists of the new RAs going from room to
room in Gleason and dealing with fictional
situations role-played by the returning RAs.

This situational practice helps the RAs to
deal with uncomfortable situations. For
instance, Bove had a situation over the
summer where he confronted a “student”
who had drug paraphernalia in his room.
Dealing with this situation over the summer
helped him to manage a similar encounter
that occurred during his rounds.

How the RAs Feel
Many returning RAs say they returned

because the job helped them in some way,
similar to how Robbiano found profound
“life-lessons” in the work.

Fisher says that he keeps coming back to
the job because of the people. “They’re just
so different, every year.”

Overall, it seems that RAs are a special
group of people. They’re creative, sociable,
intelligent, and above all, they do their job
well. So remember, if you want to become
one, pick up an application at your local area
office (in Gleason, NRH or Ellingson), and
hand it in by January 23. But remember,
there are only so many spots; do your best,
and as all these RAs said, just be yourself..
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Resident Advisors, or RAs, do some amazing things: they run tremendous social programs,
resolve conflicts between their residents. They act as a helping hand, a shoulder to cry on and
even as a surrogate parent.

If this sounds like a difficult range of jobs, most RA5 say that those are the easyparts. Many
people who work as RAs agree that the hardest part, or at least the most boring and time-
consuming, is the paperwork. RAs file requests for room changes, draw up requests for school
resources like conference rooms and vans, and, unfortunately, file Campus Safety reports.

So, with all these different and time-consuming jobs, why would anyone want to be an RA?
“I wanted to experience the leadership,” said RA Anthony Russo, a second-year Animation

major who lives and works in Baker Hall. Gleason RA and senior-year Graphic Design major
Briana Robbiano, said that she gets “to experience [her] freshman year over again every year.”

Many RAs enjoy their roles as a guide to their residents. Because the majority of dorm residents
are first-year students, there is a huge demand for help in adjusting to college and dorm life.
Robbiano said that helping the freshmen with their problems was “definitely a good life-lesson.”

HMs
There is a special type of RA called an HM, or House Manager. Their job is very similar to

that of an RA, but with one key difference: all their residents are brought together by a key
interest. HM’s manage special interest floors, like Photo House or Engineering House.

These houses are not limited to students with a particular major, but rather to people who
are interested in the subject. For instance, as Jon Bove, a second-year Software Engineer and
HM for Computer Science House (CSH), said, “It’s all about community”

He mentioned the diversity of majors in his house, ranging from the expected Computer
Science majors, to Business and even Art majors. Bove works on creating CSH’s multitude of
social events to prove that they are “not just a bunch of geeks•”

Mainstream Floors
Everyone knows that RIT has a large Deaf population. However, the RAs who are

entrusted with what are called Mainstream floors have to deal with not only the average
student problems, but they also have to make an effort to bring together two very different
cultures — Hearing and Deaf.

Co-RAs Caya Consunji and Andrew Fisher, who work in Ellingson Hall, do their best to bring
together both the hearing and Deaf students on their floor.

Consunji’s wing has mostly Hearing students, while Fisher’s has mostly Deaf students. Since
Consonji is deaf while Fisher can hear, this brings about an interesting challenge for both RAs

— they work together to unite their floor.
Consunji, a fifth-year Information Tech
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• other, and Fisher tries to play interpreter between
them. However, “it all depends on [the indi
vidual’s] effort,” said Fisher.

Application Process
Every year around this time, the call goes out

for new RAs. The Center for Residence Life
(ResLife) asks for people who are enthusiastic,
creative, and who have patience and time-
management skills.

Applications can be picked up in any area
office, which are located in Ellingson,
Nathaniel Rochester, and Gleason Halls. The
deadline for turning in the application, which

Top: Art House RA Nicole Killian fills out Room Condition Reports for one of her residents.
Left: Rich Trifeletti relaxes on his couch when he is not on RA duty.
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Wi en’s Hockey Ends Skid
Af e jumping out of the starting gate and posting a 6-0-
1 mark by mid-December, the Lady Tigers appeared to

I have all the makings of a serioLis contender for the ECACEast championship. However, starting with a scoreless
weekend before the holiday break, the team began their

~ first losing streak of the season, dropping three games to
the likes of ECAC West powerhouse Elmira and confer
ence foes Manhattanville and Sacred Heart.

The sign of a good team is being able to put stretches
like this on the backburner, and that is just what the

~ Tigers did only two days after the Manhattanville
clash. On January 8, Rh hosted Hamilton in what
~~rned into an overtime thriller and a heroic
performance from one RIT defensive player.

Senior Jen Gorczynski netted a third-period
marker and added another in overtime to
cap off a 2-1 victory over the visiting‘ Continentals. Her eighth and ninth goals
of the season put an end to the
losing streak and got the team back
on track before entering a toLigh
weekend of conference play, in
which the team picked up two big
league wins,

he Lady Tigers dominated
o y Cross on Friday, January 11

at the Ritter Arena to pick up their
fourth conference win of the year.
This game was a big one for Rh.
not only because they had lost

Ib) their previous two league contests

but also because going into the
game, the two teams were tied
in points.

First year players Erin Topley,
Kasie Strong, and senior Tina
Bessette all got on the score sheet
within a span of 2:49 in the
middle of the first period, to put
the Lady Tigers ahead and in
control of the game.

Bessette scored a goal in each of the
next two periods to complete her hat
trick. Strong added another goal, as did
sophomore Perry Foster and senior
Colleen Baude. Gorczynski was the playmaker for
RIT, racking up four assists as the Lady Tigers rolled to
an 8-0 win.

Goaltender Elaine Vondemberse recorded 12 saves for
her fourth shutout of the year.

The second half of the weekend was more Rh bril
liance, this time at the hands of Salve Regina. Baude and
sophomore Alysia Park both recorded hattricks and added
two and one assist respectively as the team rolled to a
12-1 victory.

The Lady Tigers are on the road this weekend with
games against ECAC East foes MIT and Southern Maine.
They return to home ice on Saturday, January 25 when
they take on RPI at 5:30 p.m.
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Men’s Basketball goes 1-1
The Valients produced some power play magic in TournamentTigers Win Four of their own early on in the third period when John The RIT men’s basketball team had a

Straight After the Auxier redirected a centering pass from Lee rough start to their new year. In their
Stubbs past junior goaltender Tyler Euverman. first game of 2002, on January 4 in theBreak Physical play continued throughout the final Wilkes Tournament, the men lost to

The time off from the period as Manhattanville tried desperately to even Susquehanna with a final score of 72-
holidays seems to have the score, but the Tigers put the game away with 66. This cut their chances of being in the
done some good for Wayne 49 seconds remaining, championship game.
Wilson’s troops, as the As Vahient goaltender Jon Peczka skated Senior Brandon Redmond continued to

men’s hockey team towards the bench to get the extra attacker, Rh be the high scorer for the Tigers, laying
won a pair of confer- gained control of the pLick in its zone, With Peczka in 22 points. He also had ten rebounds
ence games and a in no-man’s land, Mike Tarantino slid the puck in on the night. Junior Michael Stanton was

. couple of tough non- the vacant net for the goal. Pecska made a the second-leading scorer for the Tigers
conference matchups graceful dive toward the goal to stop the puck but with 18 points on the night.

~ to open the new year. it missed by about a foot. The leading scorer for Susquehanna
For the first time ELiverman finished the night with 18 saves was Nick Griffiths with 20 points.

in their program’s while his counterpart turned aside 28. Zigmas Kaknevicius had eight rebounds
s hort history, Utica The Tigers traveled to Cortland three days later in the game.
College made the trek to take on a tough team who currently sits third In the consolation game played the

~ across 1-90 to the Frank in the SUNYAC standings. RIT once again had an next day, the Tigers faired much better.
~ Ritter Arena. It wasn’t explosive first period that all but decided They beat Baptist Bible College with a

before long that they the game. score of 75-65.
~ suffered the fate of many After exchanging goals, the Tigers rattled off Redmond led the Tigers greatly with
~ teams before them: an three unanswered tallies to close out the first his 31 points and 12 rebounds. Stanton

onslaught of RIT goals period. Cortland fought back, out-shooting the had 13 points, and junior Nick Panepinto
early in the game. favorites in the second and beating Euverman carried himself well with 12.
The Tigers rattled off three twice, but Bagley’s powerplay goal six minutes Baptist Bible College’s leading scorer

goals in the first eight minutes into the period kept a reasonable margin was Daniel Nietz who had 17 points.
and one more seven minutes later to between the teams. Jon Young was the second highest scorer

~ go up by four in the opening period. Sophomore Ryan Fairbarn sealed the 6-3 victory with 14.
~ The Pioneers pulled one back with with a goal four and a half minutes into the third The Men will play at the JP Morgan
~ 1:01 left on the clock, but it was all period. Junior Mike Bournazakis and Galway both Chase Tournament on January 16, 18,

the offense they could muster. assisted on the goal. It was Galway’s third of the and 19.

~ Utica put up a good effort in game and Bournazakis’ second. Bournazakis alsotheir first-ever meeting with the scored two of the first period goals to lead the Women’s Basketball fails
Tigers, despite the 7-1 score. In Tigers offensively.
the final two periods, RIT out- Despite the strong start by the Tigers in the first 0—7 against U of R
shot the visitors by a slim 24-22 period, the big story of the game was poor offici- The RIT Tigers were both outscored
margin and Utica was able to ating. Wayne Wilson was critical of the officiating and outplayed by the U of R Yellow-
match up pretty well physically crew, and was concerned about several missed jackets on January 9, los ng to U of R

against the Tigers. The Pioneers calls in the third period when the game could’ve with a final score of 75-41.
might just be a team to watch out for in gotten out of hand. Junior Lauren Long once again led

• I the future It got worse. RIT’s scoring efforts with 13 points,
RIT’s toughest ECAC west opponent so Cortland head coach Tom Cranfield took a big followed by classmate Jen Miazga with

far has been Manhattanville. The first risk and pulled his goaltender with more than seven points. Long also led RIT with
meeting went down to the final seconds, as four minutes remaining in the game. Shortly after, eight rebounds in her 26 minutes of

Jason Chafe netted the game winner with a Red Dragon player threw his stick at a puck playing time.
just four ticks left on the clock to lift the headed toward the empty net, which, according The leading scorer for the 8-3 Yellow-
Tigers over the Vahients 5-4. Their January to the rules, is an automatic goal when the goalie jackets was Erika Smith with 17,

5 meeting proved to be another close one is on the bench. The officials chose to play on. followed by Shannon Higgins w
~ ~ that didn’t disappoint those in attendance. Shortly after, a Cortland player dislodged his Their leading rebounder was Kelly

Manhattanville scored an early first- team’s net just as a puck was about to cross the Wescott with nine.
period goal and held the lead until six goal line, also an automatic goal. The referees The Tigers are looking forward to the
minutes into the second period when blew the whistle and called for a face off. Chase Tournament, which is held this
freshman Roberto Orofiamma leveled the Then, with goaltender John Larnerd back in weekend. On January 30, they play

contest. goal, the Tigers put the puck in the net and over Medaille in the Clark Gym.
The Tigers took a commanding two-goal lead the goal line a good six inches. With the referee

with a pair of goals three minutes apart late in out of position, Larnerd alertly swiped the puck
the period from junior David Bagley, with the out of the net and the game remained at 6-3.
eventual game winner coming off the stick of Luckily for the officiating squad, the game was

senior captain Jerry Gaiway on the powerplay. not at the Frank Bitter arena or they may not
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Wi en’s Hockey Ends Skid
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performance from one RIT defensive player.

Senior Jen Gorczynski netted a third-period
marker and added another in overtime to
cap off a 2-1 victory over the visiting‘ Continentals. Her eighth and ninth goals
of the season put an end to the
losing streak and got the team back
on track before entering a toLigh
weekend of conference play, in
which the team picked up two big
league wins,

he Lady Tigers dominated
o y Cross on Friday, January 11

at the Ritter Arena to pick up their
fourth conference win of the year.
This game was a big one for Rh.
not only because they had lost

Ib) their previous two league contests

but also because going into the
game, the two teams were tied
in points.

First year players Erin Topley,
Kasie Strong, and senior Tina
Bessette all got on the score sheet
within a span of 2:49 in the
middle of the first period, to put
the Lady Tigers ahead and in
control of the game.

Bessette scored a goal in each of the
next two periods to complete her hat
trick. Strong added another goal, as did
sophomore Perry Foster and senior
Colleen Baude. Gorczynski was the playmaker for
RIT, racking up four assists as the Lady Tigers rolled to
an 8-0 win.

Goaltender Elaine Vondemberse recorded 12 saves for
her fourth shutout of the year.

The second half of the weekend was more Rh bril
liance, this time at the hands of Salve Regina. Baude and
sophomore Alysia Park both recorded hattricks and added
two and one assist respectively as the team rolled to a
12-1 victory.

The Lady Tigers are on the road this weekend with
games against ECAC East foes MIT and Southern Maine.
They return to home ice on Saturday, January 25 when
they take on RPI at 5:30 p.m.
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Men’s Basketball goes 1-1
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. couple of tough non- the vacant net for the goal. Pecska made a the second-leading scorer for the Tigers
conference matchups graceful dive toward the goal to stop the puck but with 18 points on the night.

~ to open the new year. it missed by about a foot. The leading scorer for Susquehanna
For the first time ELiverman finished the night with 18 saves was Nick Griffiths with 20 points.

in their program’s while his counterpart turned aside 28. Zigmas Kaknevicius had eight rebounds
s hort history, Utica The Tigers traveled to Cortland three days later in the game.
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before long that they the game. score of 75-65.
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against the Tigers. The Pioneers calls in the third period when the game could’ve with a final score of 75-41.
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meeting went down to the final seconds, as four minutes remaining in the game. Shortly after, eight rebounds in her 26 minutes of
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Tigers over the Vahients 5-4. Their January to the rules, is an automatic goal when the goalie jackets was Erika Smith with 17,
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Manhattanville scored an early first- team’s net just as a puck was about to cross the Wescott with nine.
period goal and held the lead until six goal line, also an automatic goal. The referees The Tigers are looking forward to the
minutes into the second period when blew the whistle and called for a face off. Chase Tournament, which is held this
freshman Roberto Orofiamma leveled the Then, with goaltender John Larnerd back in weekend. On January 30, they play

contest. goal, the Tigers put the puck in the net and over Medaille in the Clark Gym.
The Tigers took a commanding two-goal lead the goal line a good six inches. With the referee

with a pair of goals three minutes apart late in out of position, Larnerd alertly swiped the puck
the period from junior David Bagley, with the out of the net and the game remained at 6-3.
eventual game winner coming off the stick of Luckily for the officiating squad, the game was

senior captain Jerry Gaiway on the powerplay. not at the Frank Bitter arena or they may not



She Shoots,

Learn i ngb:sketbol~tha very
inexperienced team is difficult. This has
shown throUgh for fhis years womens basket
ball team. Even though they are struggling
with a 0-7 record, the team is maintaining
high spirits. “QLntti ng is not part of the fea m
said first-year head coach Jeff McCaffrey.

One of fhe changes that fhe team had fo gef
used to was a different coaching style. -l am
more of a positive motivator who caters to
the players on the team. said McCaffrey. He
believes that it is important to also build confi
dence, even though the team has had a very
rough start to the season.

The team is also struggling dLie to lack of
experience on the court. On a positive note,
though. McCaffrey said, ‘There has been a
big comni itnient froni both the u pper—
classmen and the incoming freshmen. Our
captains LaLiren Long and Jen Miazga have
been fantastic with the fresh men a rid with my
coaching style.”

by Marci Savage
photos by Denis Rochefort

scoreboard. “If we can improve every day, we
are winning in the long run, and if we continue
to get beher arid learn, the wins will come.’

He went on to say. “We must stay iii the game
for the full 40 minutes arid then we will start to
win games.” The team has had problems
scoring and against the defense of big teams.
Because RIT is not as physical as riiany of the

other teariis, it means they
must execLite the game better.

McCaffrey wants to get
respectability back to the
women’s program. He
admits that it will take time
arid cannot he done in a
night, or even in a season.
“We are building the team
for the fLit Lire, arid only
having three serriors on the
tea iii hel iS out our efforts.

“This year’s team is the
cornerstone to bigger and
better things.” said McCaf
frey. He also said that lie
hopes this year’s team real
izes in the future what they
have start ed.

This does riot mea n in any
way lie is disregarding this
year’s team. He believes that
the women are working hard
to improve. “This tearii
believes and the players are
surprising ther’nselves
everyday,” lie said.

McCaffrey demonstrated
his confidence when he said,
“We will be dangerous in
January arid February.” He
also stated how excited the

She Scores

Two-way hockey has been a staple for the
RIT women’s team since head coach Robert
Scuteri took over the team a few seasons
ago. He has instilled a total team mentality
when on the ice, leading to forwards that
play defense and defensemen that can put
the puck in the back of the net.

Leading the offensive charge from
defense for the past two seasons has been
Rochester native Jen Gorczynski. In 13
games this season, the sophomore scored
ten goals and assisted on eight others,
placing her fourth on the team in scoring.

Her offensive ways stem from her early
playing days, when she competed with
boys’ teams. ‘For some reason, one of my
coaches wanted me to play defense and
I’ve been there ever since,” explains
Gorczynski, “I really enjoyed playing as a
forward so when I was placed back on
defense, I kept offense in my game.”

When she first stepped on the ice last
season, she showed that she had the
ability to greatly contribute to the direc
tion the Scuteri has taken the program,
“With the previous teams I have played
on, it was a requirement that whenever
an opportunity arose, the defense would
get involved offensively,”

Those opportunities have come often
this year for the Greece Arcadia graduate.
With ten games left in the regular season,
she is well on pace to surpass her total of
22 points last year. If she continues to
improve over the course of the next two
seasons, there is a chance that the
defenseman will be a source of offensive
production for the next couple of seasons,
That’s good news for the Lady Tigers, who
will lose three of their top five scorers to
graduation after this season,

The defensive half of her game cannot
be overlooked. She plays a rugged, hard-
nosed style and is strong on her team’s
blueline, Gorczynski has made tremen
dous contributions to a defense that has
only allowed 12 goals all season,

I think about scoring, but that’s not my top priority when I’m on the ice,” said Gorczynski.
“Everyone wants to score, of course, but there are other things to the game besides that,”

Big Goals
The highlight of the season, and possibly her career, occurred a couple weeks ago against

Hamilton. She scored both goals, one of which came in overtime, to earn the team a 2-1 victory,
That victory broke a three-game winless streak, which got the team back on track in time for
last weekend’s conference games, which the squad won handily,

With performances like this, Gorczynski might just prove to be a hero down the stretch for
the Lady Tigers. As she continues her impressive two-way play, expect her name to be on the
score sheet often in the second half of the season,

Gorczynski and company have a tough road ahead of them, with ten ECAC East games in a
row to close out the regular season, Though currently in the middle of the pack, expect the Lady
Tigers to surprise a few teams in the coming weeks. “Since we just missed the playoffs last year,
that is definitely one of the things we would like to accomplish,” said the sophomore, •
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Jen Gorczynski
by Aaron Landers
photos by Denis RochefortKeeping

their
Heads
High
Coach FlcCaffrey speaks on the
women’s basketball team

The tearrr is working hard to overcome
these obstacles in order to trim their season
into a winning one. “The girls are working
very hard to succeed arid turn it around:
losing mentality List is riot a part of this
team,” McCaffrey said.

McCaffrey also made it very clear that winning
does riot rrecessarily always mean a win on the

plays haid,
‘works~ha~ ~
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tearii is about the Chase torirnament this
weekend arid feels that his squad will surprise
some teariis this year.

The main goal for the Tigers now is to focus
on conference play because it is an automatic
way to be invited to the NCAA tournament.
“We can be 12-13 arid still make the tourna
ment, so do not count us out” McCaffrey stated.

Though the tea iii has shown some signs of
frustration because they see how close they
have been in soriie games, they are riot giving
up. “They can see how close they really are arid
frustration is driving them.” said McCatfrey.
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Letters to the
(continued from’ pag~ ~ Student Government

does nothing? Where did
thaf come from? l-wenf’to some’of the home
comin’g e~ñt≤~-sijre itWasn~t padked as if
it w~ in hi~h schbol, ~ut it was fun:.It.was
Student Governments first attempt at having
horhe~âmihg. Student.Go~errirnent has
worked:hard:on the bi’g events.

Adminisfration simply doesn’t- cOre? I
personally lik&.the changes:thaf~have been
happening here since Láamê~l~ere in 1998.
Java Wall~s.rs~a.cool pJace’to~ hang out;
evdryohe~ l~ves to-go .ther.e because it
m~kes yOu feellike’ ~‘ou.jren~t at.RIT
any,rno~e. T-he’dormrénOvation: it~s nice to

• - . .,, live in a place that!~fesh.’~
Nobody else cares either I only speak for

Residence Life sincel work,for them. We do
-‘ our best to get the resideñtswh’at’ they want.

• The professional staff works their butts off to
make sure everyone’s happy. But unfo’rtu
nately, not everyone’s satisfied. So DEAL with
it.. Life does, not revolve around you.

- Academics are not a priority? Dear, dear
- - r. ~freghrnen, of ‘course your schedules are

- . -- going to’suck:Youcan’t escape those morbid
o’clock classesyour first year. But as you

• - - - - bécttrñe a senior, you get privileges.
-- - Wait just a rnin’ute! What Was thätàbout
how.the quarter system sucks? Didn’t

,evëryone here-battle with Al Simone last year
to keep thO~.quarter system, instead of

- - : chahgin~ it to a semestë’r system?
• -. Know whatl-al~o realized? It’s come to the

• poirft where everyone just e’ants to be in
someone else’s shoes instead of their own.
Of cpursethereare things that we think suck
in life. I’m just saying deal with it.

Here’s an idea: if everyone could say one

• . .. positive thing about beihg here at RIT, maybe
we’ll be.a Iittlebit happier: My personal
favorite thing abOut being here is the
awesome friends; where Olse would I find
people like them? It’s really what you do
while you’re herO at RIT. I feel sorry for you
if you’re;just sitting there and thinking about
all the ba~I-thin~s, maybe you really should
just-leave: And’ let the rest of us enjoy our

• e~perience here.
‘~Erin Hirnmelmann
~:4th year, Vi~üaI Media ‘ -

- Reporter,Staff Respolise, I

‘Eastern ,philosophies believe that in order
for the world to function, both positive and
negative forces have to exist. The balance
between thesetwo,opposing forces is what
allows for true progressiomto occur.

UnfortunatelS’, obtaihih~tIii~’baIance and
maintaining it are much easier said than
done. Rh is a prime example of what
happens in the face of an abundance of
negative energy. To say that RIT is not the
haven of apathy and negativity that it is would
be a notion far. beyond the concept of mere.

optimistic thought. Even the most outgoing
and energetic student has been exposed to
the.plethora of negative emotions that fly
around this campus on a practically hoUrly,
basis. Everyone has heard the complaints,
about everything from classes, teachers, and
RAs to tuition, food, and social events. Some
~eopIe agree with the complaints, others
disagree, and still others ignore them entirely.
But what is it about an editorial in th& -

‘ January 11 issue of Reporter that couId~
create so.much anger directed towa~ds. -

Reporter’s Editor-in-Chief, Jeff PrystajkO?
- When you think about it, wasn’t the edito,

rial just another ranting by another angry -

RIT student? Why not get just as angry. at
the countless others who drag the school’s
name through the mud every day? Perhaps
Jeff’s position gives him a bit more of an
influence than the average RIT student but
an opinion is still an opinion and should
never be taken as anything more, even if ft -

reaches a larger audience,
But of course I’m just talking about the -

face value of the editorial. Anyone who
wasn’t blinded by rage before reading thO
very last line (Care to disagree? Please do.”)
may have seen an attempt to walk the fiñé
line between offense and provoking discus- -

sion. There’s no question as to whOther,or not
an RIT student has-heard thd cornments.in,
Jeff’s-editorial befo~e, the only question is’
how. many timesover. So what’s.~o speOial
about-the editorial? Could it-be the fact that

- it addresses groups by name? LOts pretend.
the editorial had only mentioned a few of thO
campus’group~. If thO editorial had only ~aid;,,
CAB is pointless” or “BACC is pointless” or

“SG is’ poi,ntIess,~ would there have Ibeen
such alOrge rOsponse to it? Of course”Oot!Nb’
one frortt BACCis going to defend, CAB jiist
Iike.no one from CAB is going to.defend
BACCànd so on. The’ fact is that people
really only care when it more.or less involves
thefn.directly: No one js gOing to.vehemently -

• ‘defend’BACCIik~a BACCmernberandthC
same-goes for any other’organizationoh - -

campus People at RIT definitely have posi
. tiye thi~i~’to say but~ for the most ‘paft, they
ohI~-h’ave something positive to say Obout -

those things.that.di~ectly’invoIve.thOm.
.1 believe that Jeff~iass’eekingto Pr9vok~.

a degree df’awarènO~s dn this ëOmpus. An -

awareness not so rñuch’ Of the enormOus
amount-of negativity on campus b’ut.otth’e~ . -

fact that positive- opinions exist.and are. at,
work at RIias~ell., Pe6pIe complain that RIT -

needs more positive ène~gy but nO one -

seems willing to give [t. Why’does something
-negati~e always have to.come beforehand?- -

Co’niipa(O th&nU’mbOr’Of’pe’ople v~ho read
the Spirit Issue~(Ma~11, 2001) with the

‘number of people who,read the ‘January 11 -.

issue. It Would be nice tO actUally hear sofne
- ~. think positive going on before I hear the -

negative side of it. I’ve been hearing
complaints about-tuition since-I-enrolled at

Reporter a chance. I hope we are able to
make good on any-wrongs that were done.

If last week’s editorial made you angry,
then you,care about this school, I’d like to
encourage readers to speak up about RIT. If
you have something great to say about this
school, then by all means say it. This is your
forum too, so use it. You’ll be surprised .

easy it is to make yourself heard.
Get involved. Don~t just sit back and let

your four to seven years here pass you b
Give back to the community, Take advan
tage of what you’ve got here. Get your
money’s worth. Everything you think is
missing from RIT is.there somewhere, but
you have to find it. If you actually try, you’ll
find what you’re looking for.

These are my personal rules for RIT, do
what you, wish with them:

Rule #1: Be positive. If you think,there’s
no social scene, then you’re not social.
Smile at people. ,lntroduce yourself. Be
friendly. It works.- -

Rule #2: Be positive. If you hate it here
that much, then try and look at the bright
side for a change. Stopthinking about.the
negative things, If you can’t find the bright
side, find someone else who knows where it
is and they’ll show it.to you.

Rule #3: Be strong. - If you can handle
Rh, then you can handle anything. Walking
that quarter mile every day, you’ll doa lot of
thinking. Sooner or later you’ll start to learn
a lot about yourself. You’ll realize things yob
never knew about yourself. Dealing with
things you don’t like is part of life, and like
Calvin’s Dad said, it builds character.

Rule #4:-Be patient. Everything takes time.
Life is one big mess tangled up in bureau
cracy and being ignored. If you’re having
difficulty with the administration, then get on
their case. Let them know you exist. If prob
lems persist there is always, and I mean
always, someone you can talk to about it.

I’ve gotten over my gripes a
to like it here more and more, I hope
many of you will do the same. I hear a lot of
negative things about this school. That
means a lot of you are bre
rules of RIT, I hope we can change that.

-Ju
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RIT a year ago but it wasn’t until last week
that I found out that RIT tuition isaOtually66
percent less than what it could be, and it toOk
an angry SG Presideht to-finally bring this5tb.
my attention. It seems Iike’a lotof people in,’,•
positions of power are keeping the positive

- information about PIT a secr~et so they can
u~e’it later to defend’ themselves against

• negative cOmrnenfs.’ However, wouldn’t it
-: have ~reveñted the ~omrnent in the first
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with administrators from Campus Safety
- -ResLife, and a few colleges. All of them have - , S.

treated m&with the utmost re~pect ~i~d ,.

cobperation.’Now, after seeing our Editor-in~
Chiefs editorial last week I wonder if it II be

• so das~igetting coopthation from them. Not - ~, -•

eve~yonewill:knoW what he was trying to do,
‘but I. hope’thát ‘People will-realize that last

• week’s editOrial ‘in no was’ represents the
opinions, or-attitudes of the staff, and that - -I -

• ~incIudes.the person who wr~têit. . - - ., -‘ - -

LOst week I~had a -letter’ phnted~in the ‘I -

‘Reporterdefen’ding RIT, and this week~I’rn .,, -.

writing another. I don’t know what to think:
about our Editor-in-Chief’s editdriOl last “~ -

- week. I understand Why he. did it~ I’m just . -

not sure I approvOof how he did’it. He took -

• - drastiá, mOasures to get people to finally -. - -. -
- cbme fo~ward an,d def~nd their school, and ‘ . -

- to a” point it worked, Unfortunately, he, -

stepped on a lot of toes and. huçt a lot-of -

people’s feelings: I know I ‘dOh!t-[~avethO -.1
balls to do what’ he did, and [think it,take~:
sorneone.who is very’ passiOnate Obout their
school to suddenly, bOcomO it’s ‘numb’er

- one enemy just to get people to say ~‘ou’~e - , - •

- ‘wrong!’ I only wish’that it [w’erel.’done some
other way, An insultis still an insult, whether -I ~,

- it is sincere’ or”nót. - , -

In my experience; people.are ‘much,more - -

willing tà.put something doW~i:before the~’
defend it. To-those readers Who came to the - -

defense of RIT: I commend you: And tothose’ -‘ .-~. ‘, -- -

of you who are”reading this issue right now,’, --

- I’d like to,thaOk.you. ThOnk. you for.giving — -
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Letters to the
(continued from’ pag~ ~ Student Government

does nothing? Where did
thaf come from? l-wenf’to some’of the home
comin’g e~ñt≤~-sijre itWasn~t padked as if
it w~ in hi~h schbol, ~ut it was fun:.It.was
Student Governments first attempt at having
horhe~âmihg. Student.Go~errirnent has
worked:hard:on the bi’g events.

Adminisfration simply doesn’t- cOre? I
personally lik&.the changes:thaf~have been
happening here since Láamê~l~ere in 1998.
Java Wall~s.rs~a.cool pJace’to~ hang out;
evdryohe~ l~ves to-go .ther.e because it
m~kes yOu feellike’ ~‘ou.jren~t at.RIT
any,rno~e. T-he’dormrénOvation: it~s nice to

• - . .,, live in a place that!~fesh.’~
Nobody else cares either I only speak for

Residence Life sincel work,for them. We do
-‘ our best to get the resideñtswh’at’ they want.

• The professional staff works their butts off to
make sure everyone’s happy. But unfo’rtu
nately, not everyone’s satisfied. So DEAL with
it.. Life does, not revolve around you.

- Academics are not a priority? Dear, dear
- - r. ~freghrnen, of ‘course your schedules are

- . -- going to’suck:Youcan’t escape those morbid
o’clock classesyour first year. But as you

• - - - - bécttrñe a senior, you get privileges.
-- - Wait just a rnin’ute! What Was thätàbout
how.the quarter system sucks? Didn’t

,evëryone here-battle with Al Simone last year
to keep thO~.quarter system, instead of

- - : chahgin~ it to a semestë’r system?
• -. Know whatl-al~o realized? It’s come to the

• poirft where everyone just e’ants to be in
someone else’s shoes instead of their own.
Of cpursethereare things that we think suck
in life. I’m just saying deal with it.

Here’s an idea: if everyone could say one

• . .. positive thing about beihg here at RIT, maybe
we’ll be.a Iittlebit happier: My personal
favorite thing abOut being here is the
awesome friends; where Olse would I find
people like them? It’s really what you do
while you’re herO at RIT. I feel sorry for you
if you’re;just sitting there and thinking about
all the ba~I-thin~s, maybe you really should
just-leave: And’ let the rest of us enjoy our

• e~perience here.
‘~Erin Hirnmelmann
~:4th year, Vi~üaI Media ‘ -

- Reporter,Staff Respolise, I

‘Eastern ,philosophies believe that in order
for the world to function, both positive and
negative forces have to exist. The balance
between thesetwo,opposing forces is what
allows for true progressiomto occur.

UnfortunatelS’, obtaihih~tIii~’baIance and
maintaining it are much easier said than
done. Rh is a prime example of what
happens in the face of an abundance of
negative energy. To say that RIT is not the
haven of apathy and negativity that it is would
be a notion far. beyond the concept of mere.

optimistic thought. Even the most outgoing
and energetic student has been exposed to
the.plethora of negative emotions that fly
around this campus on a practically hoUrly,
basis. Everyone has heard the complaints,
about everything from classes, teachers, and
RAs to tuition, food, and social events. Some
~eopIe agree with the complaints, others
disagree, and still others ignore them entirely.
But what is it about an editorial in th& -

‘ January 11 issue of Reporter that couId~
create so.much anger directed towa~ds. -

Reporter’s Editor-in-Chief, Jeff PrystajkO?
- When you think about it, wasn’t the edito,

rial just another ranting by another angry -

RIT student? Why not get just as angry. at
the countless others who drag the school’s
name through the mud every day? Perhaps
Jeff’s position gives him a bit more of an
influence than the average RIT student but
an opinion is still an opinion and should
never be taken as anything more, even if ft -

reaches a larger audience,
But of course I’m just talking about the -

face value of the editorial. Anyone who
wasn’t blinded by rage before reading thO
very last line (Care to disagree? Please do.”)
may have seen an attempt to walk the fiñé
line between offense and provoking discus- -

sion. There’s no question as to whOther,or not
an RIT student has-heard thd cornments.in,
Jeff’s-editorial befo~e, the only question is’
how. many timesover. So what’s.~o speOial
about-the editorial? Could it-be the fact that

- it addresses groups by name? LOts pretend.
the editorial had only mentioned a few of thO
campus’group~. If thO editorial had only ~aid;,,
CAB is pointless” or “BACC is pointless” or

“SG is’ poi,ntIess,~ would there have Ibeen
such alOrge rOsponse to it? Of course”Oot!Nb’
one frortt BACCis going to defend, CAB jiist
Iike.no one from CAB is going to.defend
BACCànd so on. The’ fact is that people
really only care when it more.or less involves
thefn.directly: No one js gOing to.vehemently -

• ‘defend’BACCIik~a BACCmernberandthC
same-goes for any other’organizationoh - -

campus People at RIT definitely have posi
. tiye thi~i~’to say but~ for the most ‘paft, they
ohI~-h’ave something positive to say Obout -

those things.that.di~ectly’invoIve.thOm.
.1 believe that Jeff~iass’eekingto Pr9vok~.

a degree df’awarènO~s dn this ëOmpus. An -

awareness not so rñuch’ Of the enormOus
amount-of negativity on campus b’ut.otth’e~ . -

fact that positive- opinions exist.and are. at,
work at RIias~ell., Pe6pIe complain that RIT -

needs more positive ène~gy but nO one -

seems willing to give [t. Why’does something
-negati~e always have to.come beforehand?- -

Co’niipa(O th&nU’mbOr’Of’pe’ople v~ho read
the Spirit Issue~(Ma~11, 2001) with the

‘number of people who,read the ‘January 11 -.

issue. It Would be nice tO actUally hear sofne
- ~. think positive going on before I hear the -

negative side of it. I’ve been hearing
complaints about-tuition since-I-enrolled at

Reporter a chance. I hope we are able to
make good on any-wrongs that were done.

If last week’s editorial made you angry,
then you,care about this school, I’d like to
encourage readers to speak up about RIT. If
you have something great to say about this
school, then by all means say it. This is your
forum too, so use it. You’ll be surprised .

easy it is to make yourself heard.
Get involved. Don~t just sit back and let

your four to seven years here pass you b
Give back to the community, Take advan
tage of what you’ve got here. Get your
money’s worth. Everything you think is
missing from RIT is.there somewhere, but
you have to find it. If you actually try, you’ll
find what you’re looking for.

These are my personal rules for RIT, do
what you, wish with them:

Rule #1: Be positive. If you think,there’s
no social scene, then you’re not social.
Smile at people. ,lntroduce yourself. Be
friendly. It works.- -

Rule #2: Be positive. If you hate it here
that much, then try and look at the bright
side for a change. Stopthinking about.the
negative things, If you can’t find the bright
side, find someone else who knows where it
is and they’ll show it.to you.

Rule #3: Be strong. - If you can handle
Rh, then you can handle anything. Walking
that quarter mile every day, you’ll doa lot of
thinking. Sooner or later you’ll start to learn
a lot about yourself. You’ll realize things yob
never knew about yourself. Dealing with
things you don’t like is part of life, and like
Calvin’s Dad said, it builds character.

Rule #4:-Be patient. Everything takes time.
Life is one big mess tangled up in bureau
cracy and being ignored. If you’re having
difficulty with the administration, then get on
their case. Let them know you exist. If prob
lems persist there is always, and I mean
always, someone you can talk to about it.

I’ve gotten over my gripes a
to like it here more and more, I hope
many of you will do the same. I hear a lot of
negative things about this school. That
means a lot of you are bre
rules of RIT, I hope we can change that.

-Ju

Reporter Staff
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wouldn’ttake itupo
off every week to -

the best newsmagazine he can give th
And I’m not the only one wh.
Let’s take a look at thet - -

of praise that we’ve garnered under Jeff
and his predecessors,

Jeff loves this place, period. He wou
be as active here if he didn’t.

Which brings us to the answer.
At the Reporter meeting on Friday,

January 11, in front of the whole staff, as well
astwoRAs,th- - . - . - - -

ident, and the Editor -‘ -

Theatre, [among] others, - - -

hims- - - - - -

article—which,f. - -

agree with—to stimulate a positive dialog
about the school. He said th -‘ -

people talking down abo -
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last year to bring about .
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RIT a year ago but it wasn’t until last week
that I found out that RIT tuition isaOtually66
percent less than what it could be, and it toOk
an angry SG Presideht to-finally bring this5tb.
my attention. It seems Iike’a lotof people in,’,•
positions of power are keeping the positive

- information about PIT a secr~et so they can
u~e’it later to defend’ themselves against

• negative cOmrnenfs.’ However, wouldn’t it
-: have ~reveñted the ~omrnent in the first

~Iace tO jdst Obme .~ith the ‘more positive -

information?. • ‘S ‘ . - - - -

Jeff’s editorial could have been exactly -.

was needed to bring more.positive -

- information and actions to come.abouton
this campus. ,Mayôe he-could have written
the editorial in a,more tactful ma’nher, but

don!t think the editorial would have been
as effecti~ if it- had’ been blatantly -

sarcastic from the start. l’m’sorry.-that so
many. ~eop’Ie’ a~e’ hurt and angry, but

,.•rhaybe one giant, step,, leap towaths the -‘ -

negative,is What RITnOeded to finally starft
moving info the po~iti’ve.

- Chris WiIti ~. • - . ‘- . -
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- Reporter Staff-Response II -. •‘ -•

l’~e only been working for the Reporter for a ,: -•

couple-of months, but in that tirne I must say • . -

- it has beer(-a great experience. I’ve worked .[ -

with administrators from Campus Safety
- -ResLife, and a few colleges. All of them have - , S.

treated m&with the utmost re~pect ~i~d ,.

cobperation.’Now, after seeing our Editor-in~
Chiefs editorial last week I wonder if it II be

• so das~igetting coopthation from them. Not - ~, -•

eve~yonewill:knoW what he was trying to do,
‘but I. hope’thát ‘People will-realize that last

• week’s editOrial ‘in no was’ represents the
opinions, or-attitudes of the staff, and that - -I -

• ~incIudes.the person who wr~têit. . - - ., -‘ - -

LOst week I~had a -letter’ phnted~in the ‘I -

‘Reporterdefen’ding RIT, and this week~I’rn .,, -.

writing another. I don’t know what to think:
about our Editor-in-Chief’s editdriOl last “~ -

- week. I understand Why he. did it~ I’m just . -

not sure I approvOof how he did’it. He took -

• - drastiá, mOasures to get people to finally -. - -. -
- cbme fo~ward an,d def~nd their school, and ‘ . -

- to a” point it worked, Unfortunately, he, -

stepped on a lot of toes and. huçt a lot-of -

people’s feelings: I know I ‘dOh!t-[~avethO -.1
balls to do what’ he did, and [think it,take~:
sorneone.who is very’ passiOnate Obout their
school to suddenly, bOcomO it’s ‘numb’er

- one enemy just to get people to say ~‘ou’~e - , - •

- ‘wrong!’ I only wish’that it [w’erel.’done some
other way, An insultis still an insult, whether -I ~,

- it is sincere’ or”nót. - , -

In my experience; people.are ‘much,more - -

willing tà.put something doW~i:before the~’
defend it. To-those readers Who came to the - -

defense of RIT: I commend you: And tothose’ -‘ .-~. ‘, -- -

of you who are”reading this issue right now,’, --

- I’d like to,thaOk.you. ThOnk. you for.giving — -

(c6ntiriued on page ~7) - ‘ -. : •

are no social events, which is pure BS, but
because many students are either too I
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too busy doing things in -
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(continued from page 27)
quality dorms that I’ve

• - - seen.
Simply put, Jeff, I See whatyou’re trying

to do, and it’s going to’Work. But I don’t
agree with the way you went about it: I just
hope that people remember in ‘all the praise
that is following in the wake of this editorial,
that things are not perfeàt here, and its our
obligati6h, as current RIT students, to make
it bOtter with everything we do.

Peter Gravelle .

Reporter Staff Response IV

Do you Iov~,RIT~ It’s A~ou,t1im~.
In my year. and a half’of.working at

Reporter, I don’t think I’ve seen such a reac
tion to anything the magazine has produced
as the reaction that I’ve seen to Jeff Prys
tajko’s False Advertising” editorial. There
have been numerous responses from both
students and organizations on all levels, most
of them attacking Jeff and praising Rh.

What do I say to this? Mission accom
plished! Students attacked Jeff’s person, and
his abilities. They told him to quit
complaining about the school, and leave.
Told him to learn how to write. I’ll admit I
don’t agree with Jeff all the time, but I do
respect hirn for what he tries to do, and that
is promote RIT. You will not find anyone who
loves RIT more than him, ahd that is a fact
that speaks for itself. Jeff never says that he
actually agrees with the things written in his
editorial, and even invitesothers to disagree
with him at the end. Maybe his point should
have been clearer, and yes, he shouldn’t
have pointed to individuals:

I know Jeff will fix those problems on an
individual level. But maybe a flawed delivery
should be expected; because after all Jeff is
not used to picking at RIT’s faults. In the past
Jeff has been very clear about his love for
RIT, and in every Reporter he puts out he
tries to have articles that promote this feeling
as well. The January 11 issue probably
shows this better than any other issues
because of its coverage Of Homecoming,
and the letters tO the editor that praise RIT.

Did you read those articles? Did you
respond to those articles? When Reporter
put out the first-ever Spirit Issue, which
was a decision made by Jeff Prystajko, did
you read that issue? Do you even remember
it? In an issue that tries to promote and
show the spirit of RIT, there was a less than
overwhelming response. Why was that?
Why weren’t there students writing in, and
coming down to the Reporter meetings
(Fridays 5:OOp.rni to thank Jeff and the
staff for trying to help improve the attitude
that is held by more than just a few students
at this school, and that i~” RIT sucks.” In
the editorial Jeff merely collected all the
things that students here complain about,
and all of a sudden, because they’re

printed, people feel offended.
I’m sure everyone has heard one of these

complaints; I know I hear one at least once
a day. When was the last time you turned to
that person and told them they were wrong?
When was the last time you stood up to the
everyday student who badmouths RIT?

Because that is where the attitude is
coming from, and that is where it should be
confronted. Sometimes it feels like it is taboo
to be happy with RIT, so people stay silent.
For those of you who do participate in
promoting a good attitude at RIT, such as
club members (yes this includes Jeff Prys
tajko) and administration and staff, thank
you. For those of you who do love RIT and
are not making it vocal, please do.

Jeff’s editorial was an attempt to do some
thing that he has been trying to do ever since
he took over as Editor-in-Chief—ignite
people’s spirit about their school. And while
a year and a half of positive contributions has
only been moderately successful at best,
this sarcastic angle is already seeing results.
While we can argue about the tact with which
he did it, one thing is clear, there has been
a more overwhelming response of support for
R IT as opposed to people agreeing with him.
I don’t believe I’ve heard one response that
said, “Yea Jeff, you’re right, RIT does suck!”

So, as it seems, the facts are speaking for
themselves, just as Jeff said they would.
Students are motivated to write in, and make
their opinions vocal, something that I haven’t
seen yet in my time here at RIT. Hopefully
this is a spark, which will ignite a new atti
tude across this campus, because I, too, am
tired of hearing people complain. I am also
tired of the high school attitude that someone
else is in charge of your happiness.
Remember, in the real world, you are the
only one that can make yourself happy. I
challenge you freshmen to make your deci
sion: love it or leave it. R IT will give you a first-
class education, and prepare you for your
future, and it will give you things to do. You
just have to find it.

The times of people handing things to
you are over; this is where you make your
self what do you want to be? For the
people who take Jeff’s words and use them
to help change the attitude of RIT: Good for
you, and thank you for making Jeff’s
mission a success. And for those of you
who have been convinced of your unhap
piness and decided to leave, maybe it’s
better off for both parties. Because that, too,
will help the attitude change for the better,
and you will learn that you are still in charge
of your own happiness. Either way, I
encourage all of you to look at yourselves,
at the school, and make a choice to love RIT
or leave RIT. Change the attitude of RIT for
the better; this is my challenge to you.

Care to take the challenge? Please do.
-Bryan Hammer

Note: All letters which were received
between Friday, January 11 and Sunday,
January 13 were published here in full.
Several more responses can be found at
our website, www.reportermag.com.

Our Sports Section Rocks

I first want to congratulate and thank you
and your staff for the very fine coverage
given to our sports teams at RIT. It is as
good a coverage as I have seen in many
years. I know the coaches and student-
athletes read Reporter sports pages and
appreciate the well-deserved recognition
the publication gives to them.

I read the Letters to the Editor section of
the December 14 edition of Reporterand
wanted to respond to the letter written by
Otto Vondrak. In the December 8 issue of
the Democrat and Chronicle (Rochester,
N.Y.), there appeared a letter I had written
in regards to the actions the RIT Head
Men’s Hockey Coach Wayne Wilson took
with his team. I would ask that you please
print this very same letter as a response to
Mr. Vondrak’s.

“RIT hockey coach’s discipline a winner”
It is a rare occasion when coaches at any

level of competition are given the credit
they deserve when they put the welfare and
personal development of their athletes
above the need to win. So often, these
events go unrecognized or unappreciated
until many years later when players have
gone on to work, contribute or lead in our
society. This is when they realize what the
coach did for them as human beings.

Such is the decision that Wayne Wilson,
head coach of the men’s hockey team at
Rochester Institute of Technology, was
confronted with last weekend. Coach
Wilson and his staff had the courage and
conviction to do what was in the best
interest of their student-athletes when they
suspended several players who had
violated team policies (story, Dec. 4).
Although it may have cost the team a win
or two, it was a sound decision. Sports are
a powerful tool that can be used to develop
strong character in our youth. However, all
too often we see major sports teams that are
willing to compromise their standards to
keep a star player in the lineup. At RIT, we
take our role as a Division III institution
quite seriously. We are proud of our
student-athletes and fine staff.

I applaud Wayne Wilson and his staff for
the decision. They set an excellent example
for others. Their action will help the
members of the team grow into mature,
responsible adults.

-Lou Spiotti Jr.
Director, Center for Human Performance
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(continued from page 27)
quality dorms that I’ve

• - - seen.
Simply put, Jeff, I See whatyou’re trying

to do, and it’s going to’Work. But I don’t
agree with the way you went about it: I just
hope that people remember in ‘all the praise
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Reporter Staff Response IV
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at the school, and make a choice to love RIT
or leave RIT. Change the attitude of RIT for
the better; this is my challenge to you.

Care to take the challenge? Please do.
-Bryan Hammer

Note: All letters which were received
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Several more responses can be found at
our website, www.reportermag.com.
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gone on to work, contribute or lead in our
society. This is when they realize what the
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Such is the decision that Wayne Wilson,
head coach of the men’s hockey team at
Rochester Institute of Technology, was
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conviction to do what was in the best
interest of their student-athletes when they
suspended several players who had
violated team policies (story, Dec. 4).
Although it may have cost the team a win
or two, it was a sound decision. Sports are
a powerful tool that can be used to develop
strong character in our youth. However, all
too often we see major sports teams that are
willing to compromise their standards to
keep a star player in the lineup. At RIT, we
take our role as a Division III institution
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1209 East Avenue Rochester. NY

CLASSIFIEDS
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & Florida. Best Activities, Best Hotels, Best Prices!
Group discounts, Group organizers travel free! Space is limited! Hurry up &
Book Now! 1-800-234-7007 www.endlesssummertours.com

$250 A DAY POTENTIAL
/bartending. Training provided. 1-800-293-3985 ext. 127

GET CHEAP TEXTBOOKS! Search 16 bookstores with 1 click! S&H and taxes
are also calculated. http://www.bookhq.com!

EARN $1000 FOR YOUR GROUP! Work on campus to raise money for your
student group or organization. Make your own schedule and earn $5 per appli
cation. Please call 1-800-808-7450

Spring Break- Nassau! Paradise Island, Cancun and Jamaica from $459. Air,
Hotel, Transfers, Activities, and More! Organize small group- earn FREE trips
plus commissions! Call 1-800-GET-SUN-i

***ACT NOW! Guarantee the best SorinE Break Prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida, & Mardigras. Reps
Needed...Travel free, earn $$$. Grouo discounts for 6+ 800-838-8203 I
www.leisuretours.com

Wanted! Sprine Breakers! Sun Coast Vacations wants to send you on Spring
Break to Cancun, the Bahamas, Jamaica, or Mazatlan For Free! To find out
how, call 1-888-777-4642 or email sales@suncoastvacations.com.

#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & Florida. Book Early
& get free meal plan. Earn cash & Go Free! Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-800-
234-7007 endlesssummertours.com

SPRING BREAK! Indulge in FREE Travel, and Food with the best Di’s and
celebrities in Cancun, Jamaica, Mazatlan, and the Bahamas. Go to
StudentCity.com, or call 1-800-293-1443 or email sales@studentcitv.com to find
out more.

A FREE SPRING BREAK! Hottest Destinations! Lowest Prices Guaranteed! Best
Airlines! Hotels! Tons of freebies! 2 free trips on 15 sales. Earn Cash! Group
Discounts! Book online. www.sunsolpshtours.com 1-800-426-7710

Fraternities * Sororities * Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with the easy Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fundraising event. Does not involve credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238, or visit www.camDusfundraiser.com

Spring Break 2002!! Prices from $419, on the beach from $529. Reliable air to
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica, Bahamas, and ~outh Padre. Mexico
Special-FREE MEALS and ACTIVITES, book by Nov lS~ and save BIG!! Organize
a group and travel FREE. Break with The Best www.studentexoress.com. Call for
details and a FREE brochure 1-800-787-3787.

Start your own Fraternity! Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men to start a new Chapter.
If you are interested in academic success, a chance to network and an opportu
nity to make friends in a non-pledging Brotherhood, e-mail: zbt@zbtnational.om
or call 800-431-9674.

THIS SPACE FOR RENT!
Advertise the items you wish to sell or the items you’re looking for in this
space for low cost! Classifieds are only $5.50 per week for up to 35 words,
and $5 per week for three weeks or more.

Reporter uses standard column inches (2.0625” x 1”) to describe the size of
display advertisements. Each page is 4 columns wide by 10 columns tall.
Open rate for advertisers is $8.50 per column inch, $7.15 per column inch for
an RIT department, and $6.99 per column inch for RIT Student Clubs.
Discounts are available for prepaid and volume purchases. For color, add
$3.50 per column inch.

Submitted ads may be in TIFF, JPEG, EPS, PDF, Quark, Photoshop, or Illus
trator formats. Color ads must be in CYMK. Submission of ads can be done
electronically via e-mail to ads@maiI.rit.edu, or by floppy or Zip 100 disk.
Resolution should be at least 266 dpi.

Contact Ad Manager Kelly Nowakowski at 475-2213 for any inquiries.

C~eir~d~i
Fri., Jan. 18th

~.r ‘~ I III • ; I~ ftilS S S
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PLATOON LEADERS CLASS
(Not the avezage summer vacation)

Spend part of this summer in an environment that teaches more
than you could ever learn in the college classroom...about your
abilities as a leader.. .how to handle mental and physical stress
and responsibility that a.few of yoUr peers could imagine.. .about
an incredible career opportunitya”~,ailable to men and women who
measure up to our standaids. The Platoon Leaders Class or PLC
is the Marine Corps’ pr&nary oftkercommissioning program.
All training takes place during one or two summers while you’re
an undergraduate:~After completingtraining and earning your
degree, you’retommissioned as a second lieutenant. All
commissions are ä~tive di:jt~,i, and flight school can be
guaranteed: If your goals for this surhmér are higher than’just
soaking up the sun, and you’re interested in a future that
provides unmatched leadership development, then, contact your
local Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer for details.

osobuf@lmcd.usmc.mil 1-800-367-6377

77w Few l7wP,vuS 77zeMadn~

Thur., Jan. 24th

Paid Advertisement

CAB
Casino Niagra Trip
6:00pm - 2:30am
Tickets:

$10 Students
$ 20 Staff

Saturday., Jan. 19th

Thursday in the Ritz
Sarah Slean(Musician) w/NightBugs
8:30 pm
$2- piua/ wings

Game Room Olympics
(Billards, Air Hockey, Ping Pong)
Regester in the Game Room
Regesteration Fee Required

Fri., Jan. 25th

Thur, Jan. 24th
Ralph Tetta
(regularatComixCafe)
@8 pm in the Grind
Free

MARINE OFFICER

College Bowl
in Clark A, B,C & Alumni Room
$10 per team sign-up in the
Game Room Dec. 10 - Jan.16.

,cOLLEOE BOWl!
.‘ ~z-~

OCASA
Lake Placid Trip(starts)
Price: $110 (per person quad occupancy)
Price includes: room, lift tickets,
tranprtation, meals except lunch Saturday
Sign upin the OCASA Office
Sign upsoon,spaces fillquick!y!

Todd iWWisner
ATTORNEY AT LAW

SoVoSo
(Highly imaginative acappella
ensemble)
7:30pm in Ingle
Tickets: $5 Students/$ 10 Fac
Staff/$15 Public ~,

Sat.. Jan. 26th

Men’s Hockey
7:00pm vs Oswego
in Ritter Arena

FAKE STORY (World Askew, page 9): Kitalou, Texas

Janeane Garofalo
(Comedian! Actress)
8:00pm
in the Clark Gym
Tickets: $5 Students

$10 Fac-Staff
$15 Public

REMEMBER TAB ADS?
Tab Ads are short messages RIT students and faculty can place in the maga
zine. They can be directed towards anyone or everyone, and best of all,
they’re free! Just send an e-mail to reporter@rit.edu with your brief message
(35 words or less), along with your full name, address, and phone number.
Submissions without those criteria will not be considered.

Snowball
Habitat for Humanity
8pm - Midnight
in the SAU Cafe
Tickets: $8 on sale at the Candy Counter $10 at the door

Thurs.,Jan.3 1-Sun. Feb 3
“On the Verge”
(The Geography of Yearning)
8:00pm
in Ingie Auditorium
Tickets: $3 Students

$3 Fac-Staff
$5 Public

~ii events subject to change. Based on information available 12/18/0 1.
Room; call 475-2239(v/tty). CalendaRIT is a paid advertisement from the Center for Campus Life.
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